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ABSTRACT: The workdeals withtheresearch task results about thetransparent heavy minerals from theNapajedlasurroundings
loess exposures. The worktries to solve theproblems of thequalitative and quantitative representation of theindividual specific
types (orgroups) of the heavy minerals aswellasmutual relations of theheavy minerals chosen from 6 size fractions : 0.04till
0.05 mm, 0.05-0.063 mm, 0.063-0.10 mm, 0.10-0.16 mm, 0.16-0.20 and 0.20-0.25mm, which were allgained from 14loess
samplesof4 localities (therefore 84fractions inall). Besides other relations ensuing fromthedetailed sieve analyses results, from
theheavy minerals separations (from 2 g of the made-up grounds) are studied here and at the end the results of the special
analyses of 2 chosen grenat grains using the method of theelectron microprobe analyzer (carried out in the laboratory of the
Geological Central Institution in Prague) are mentioned.

INTRODUCTION

Within theframeworkof the department geological research tasks laid down byMinistry ofCulture
of CSR for the period of r fice-year plan the research task Transparent Loess Heavy Minerals of
Napajedla Surroundings (under thedesignationNM-R2-317) was carried out. The whole research task
was laid out into 4 main work stages : 1. The landscape survey connected with the taking of the
illustrative and more voluminous loess samples (determined for further processing) and with the
carrying out of the primary geological sketching of the found out exposures. 2. The laboratory
processing of the loess samples till the making outof themicroscopical powder preparations of the
heavy minera ls. 3.The qualitative and quantitative evaluationof theheavy minerals usingthe optical
methods in the polarizing-microscope. 4. The results processing of the microscopical evaluation of
the heavy mineral and the drawing of the final report on the carried out resea rch.

The workontheresearch task was started inJune 1981 (the landscape survey part) and thewhole
task was concluded by sending the above mentioned final report in March 1985 to the National
Museum in Prague to the opponent trial which took place in frontof theopponent commission of the
National Museum on 7. 11. 1985.

The problems concerning the primary sources the loesses were blown out of as well as the
questions of the exact age of loess sediments were notthe purpose of this work and the research task
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onlytouched them. Another special research would have to be carried outfor reliable enlightenment
of these questions.

LANDSCAPE SURVEY

During the landscape survey stage 4 separate loess exposures in all were documented, 2 of them
have been desolated for quite a long time (atthe same time rather covered with talus deposits and
overgrown with grasses) in loam pits of the past brickworks (localities I. and 11.). Other 2 exposures
are of less extent, partly it is the exposure at the past UFC faci lities (locality 111.) and partly it is the
subtle exposure of thefieldway'cut (locality IV.) which issituated most northerly of all. The situation
of theseparate loess localities isplotted in the cut-out of the topographic map withthescale 1:1a000
Napajedla (CSSR basic map layout 25-33-03).

[h---
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Fig. 1
S-ituation of all 4 loes localities (cut - cut of CSSR basic map
scale 1:10000 - in original).
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Loess localities are marked
by No. 1.-4. and a cross.
5 - the Morava r.
6 - bus station
7 - castle



Other natural loess exposures were not found in the Napajedla surroundings (not even during
several other tours in the time of the landscape survey stage).

All plotted loess exposures (localities I.-IV.) occur only on the eastern side of theMorava valley
and that is in accordance with the general knowledge about the loess originating in blowing outof
rock powder by prevailing western or northern circulation (J. PELisEK 1972). The mentioned know
ledge was confirmed there bythe factthatnoother loess exposures were found ontheopposite sides
of the Morava river in the area of theNapajedla gateway at Napajedla and its nearest surroundings.

During the landscape surveys mostly petrographic-mineralogical knowledge of the4 mentioned
localities were found out and the data concerning the exposure descriptions were gained.

The questions ofthe age of the origin of theexamined loess exposures could notbe solved reliably
during the landscape survey because no position traces of ancient soils (tobacco horizons) were
found in one of the 4 localities and it is likely thatthere is only the youngest loess of stadial wurrn 3
on all documented exposures. This finding is also in'accordance with the information mentioned in
the article "The Central Morava Quarternary Sediments" byA. Zeman, P. Havlicek, D. Minafikova, M.
Ruzicka and O. Fejfar, which appeared in thejournal"Antropozoikum", year's volume 13from 1980.
The authors mention thaton the north-western edge of the Vizovicka Upland onlyyoung interstadial
toils are known there and intheFrystacka Cut nointerglacial soils have been described yet. The loess
exposures described in the Napajedla surroundings have similar character and belong as well to the
areas (the geomorfological range according to T. Czudek 1972) mentioned in the quoted article.

During the actual landscape survey on the one hand the sampling of the undivided illustrative
samples was carried out besides thegraphical sketching and photographical documentation (forthe
purposes of general museum documentation) and on the other hand the samples of higher weight
(about 3 kg in an average) were taken in the same places of the sketched exposures, which later
serves for the successive laboratory processing.

The individual loess exposures (localities) are drawn on the geological sketches No. 1-5.

1. Locality (sketch No.1):
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Fig . 2
Napajedla, the past loam pit desolated wall of the brickworks by the road to Halenkovice - locality
No.1. Scale 1:500 (in original)
Explanatory notes: 1 - loess soil (topsoil)

2 -loess
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3 - loess with little layers sugestions
4 - loess talus deposits (with vegetations grouths)
5 - the enclosed part round the Agro - concern Gottwaldov facilities
6 - the past brickworks premises (nowadays Agro - concern)
7 - the road to Halenkovice

thedesolated remnants of the past brickworks loam pitwalls (nowadays thefacilities of Agropodnik Gottwaldov) ontheleftside
fromtheNapajedla road - Halenkovice road.The rightedge oftheremnants ofthepast walls issituated about 200 m(atavertical
distance) to thewestof the CST railway line (Breclav-prerov).

The main desolated wall is 135 m long and thefarther (from Napajedla - Halenkovice road) smaller separate wall reaches
35m long. The height of themain desolated wall ranges max. from 5,5-6 m including theupper topsoil butanother 5munder
it there isstilltheheight of talus which ispartly overgrown withvarious vegetation (from grasses and shrubs to trees). The smaller
separate wall reaches the max. heightof 5 m including thetopsoil. In all still preserved walls of thepast loam pit there is loess
of thetypical lightgrey-yellowish colour. In theloess walls youcan also sporadically notice some nottooclear coarser grained
sandy little layers and even an implication of fine cross bedding (herringbone structure) (in the position of about 1m thick
between 80-90 mexposure). On thesurface ofthepresent loess walls thincrusts of loamand loess are often formed, they were
run down there apparently by run-off.

On thesurface youcan also see littleholes and littlepipes caused by plant roots (these are already mostly dried or putrefied
but there are also little holes formed byvarious insects) (e. g. some kinds of solitary bees and wasps).

For thepurposes offurther laboratory processing 5more voluminous samples inallwere taken from themain desolated loam
pit wall. They were taken fromthesame places of the loess wallas theundivided illustrative samples were before. At thesame
timethemore voluminous sample No.5 was also taken from theplace of the illustrative sample No, 5 (altogether 6 illustrative
samples were taken),

Fig. 3. Napajedla - locality No. 1 (the
desolated brickworks loam pit by the
road to Halenkovice). The wall with the
taken samples No. 1-3.
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Fig 4. Napajedla - locality No. 1 (the
desolated br ickworks loam pit by the
road to Halenkovice). The detailed wa ll
take with samples No. 1-3.

2. Locality (sketch No.2 and 3):

Fig. 5
Napajedla, the loam pit desolated wall of the past private brickworks 
locality No.2. Scale 1:100 (in origina l)
1 - the field way
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Fig. 6
Napajedla, the schematic sketch of
the loam pit position and of the part
of the past brickworks premises.
Scale"1: 1000 (in original)
1 - the field way
2 - the past brickworks premises
3 - the past circular brick kiln's
chimney

thedesolated loam pitwallof thepast private brickworks which issituated about 300 mto thenorth of theloam pitof 11h locality
if need be thiswall is about 150 m (atvertical distance) to thewest-north-west of theBfeclav-Pferov railway line.

From the whole past loam pit of the brickworks only one side of loess wall 23m long and about 4,5 m high max. is still
preserved but at the same time under the wall there is still about 4,5m height of loess talus which is overgrown with grass,
brushes and little trees. The loess here has again mostly typical lightgreyyellowish colour but here and there subtle whitish
calcareous pseudomycelia can beseen. Sporadically youcan see there relatively hard oval (as if spiral wound) loess concretion
fromCaC03 - thelime nodules (the socalled "hrkavka" - rattle-stone was found, it has aninner hole and while motioning the

Fig. 7. Napajedla - locality No.2 (the desolated loam pit of the past private brickworks) . The part of
the exposed loess wall near sample No.1.
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Fig. 8. Napajedla - locality No. 2 (the
desolated loam pit of the past private
br ickworks). The detailed wa ll take in
the samp ling place of sample No. 1.

Fig. 9. Napajedla - loca lity No. 2 (the
desolated loam pit of the past private
br ickworks). The loess wa ll is covered
by bushes and trees in the background
of the past circular brick kiln's chimney
of the premises. T
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Fig. 10. Napajedla - locality No.2 (the desolated loam pit of the past private brickworks). St ill
preserved loess wall take (hidden unde r the vau lt of bushes and trees' branches) - from its western
bo rder where samples No.4 and 5 were taken.

fragments rattle). The loess concretions reach their size about 5 cm in diameter. In the places where more hydroxide Fe is
accumulated in loessthere arevarious rusty spots and schliers evidentin thewall.You can also see here and therecoats or crusts
formed from ablationed loam and loess on thiswall.

From this sidedocumented wall3 more voluminous samples in all were taken for thefurther laboratory processing. At the
same timethesample No. 1wastaken in thesame place of theexposure astheillustrativesampleNo. 1(the illustrativesamples
were taken heremore than onemonthsago when thelocalitywas documented forthefirst time).ThesampleNo.2 determinated
for thefurtheranalysiswastaken then fromthewall in the place of theillustrativesamples takingNo.2 and 3 (these were taken
close nextto each other) and large voluminous sample No.3was taken in theplace of theillustrativesamplestaking No.4 and
5,which were taken again close nextto each other.

3. Locality (sketch No.4):

thewallloess exposure near thepast facilities of UFC (the cowshed) which is situated between 1th and t h localities thatis 110 m
at vertical distance from the CST railway line (Pferov-Bfeclav) to thewest-north-west direction.

The whole lenght of thewall (along its upperridge) is 58mand theheight reaches max. 5 m. The still exposured wall butnot
continuous in its whole lenght any more - interrupted in about half of it and in this place thetalusdeposit already covered all
its height. In thisexposure as wellthere isagrowthof grasses, brushes and littletreesonthepartsof thewalls sofilled with talus
deposits. In the preserved parts of the walls the loess has again its typical light grey-yellowish colour and there are subtle
calcareous pseudomycelia as well asoval harder limestone - calcite concretionsapparent (the loess dolls of rattle-stone type)
but in some places of the loess walls there are even harder concretions from more concentrated hydroxide Fe apparent.

In low sections of the both parts of the loess wall there are traces of certain fine loess bedding - youcan see there thin
reddish rustybut notalways continous littlebeds with thehigher content of hydroxide Fe. The restrictedbedding of thisplace
could have been the sympthom of certain local restricted redeposition of the material from the primarily older loess. When
splitting this bed loess into slices you can also notice more abundant accumulation of little white tests and their fragments
belongingto subtle youngpleistocenegastropores onthe planes of division.

On the both sides of the loess walls just like on the former localities there are many subtle little holes caused partly by
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Fig. 11
Napajedla, the wall loess exposure near the past UFC propertly.
Scale 1:200 (in original)
1 - th e field way
2 - the part of the past UFC propertly (cow-shed)

2

Fig. 12. Napajedla locality No. 3 (the wall loess exposure by the UFC property - the past
cow-shed) . Both largest exposed walls of the whole exposure are taken in the picture.
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Fig. 13. Napajedla - locality NO.3 (the
wall loess exposure by the UFC
property - the past cow-shed) . The
deta iled take of the left uncovered wa ll
with the places of samples No.4, 5 and
6 taking.

•
Fig . 14. Napajedla - locality No.3 (the
wall loess exposure by the UFC
property - the past cow-shed). The
deta iled take of the loess wall's right
side wi th the distinct perpendicular
jointing and the place of samples No.1
-3 taking.



vegetable tissues (various roots often still preserved) partly by insects visible. The loess walls heve developed here already
mentioned thinner crusts caused probably by run-off.

From theboth parts of this loess wall3 voluminous samples (there were 6 illustrated undivided samples) were taken in all
asfollows: thevoluminous sample NO.1 wastaken in theplace of theillustrative undivided samples No.1 and 2 (they were taken
close to each other), thevoluminous sample No.2fromtheplace oftheillustrative sample No.3andthevoluminous sample No.3
from the place of the illustrative sample No.5.

4. Locality (sketch No.5):

2

6

Fig. 15
Napajedla, the field way cut subble exposures - locality No.4. Scale 1:50 (in original)
1 - rihgt side; 2 - left side

thefield waycutturning to theorchard which is situated to thenorth-north-east of thelocality NO.2. The cut is situated in the
close nearness (about 52 mvertically of the lineto thewest-north-west) of thementioned railway line.

The rightand theleft side of thefieldwaycut is max. 6 m long, max. 110 cmhigh at theright side andmax. 70cmhigh at
theleftside. Inthebothsides thebrownish yellowish greyish secondary loess till loess containing abit larger admixture of humus

Fig. 16. Napajedla - locality No.4 (the field way cut near the CST railway line) . The view of the field
way cut's right size in front of the trees group - behind the ploughed field.
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Fig. 17. Napajed la - locality No.4 (the
fi eld way cut). The detailed take of the
cut' s righ t side with the place of sam
ples No. 1 and 2 taking.

constituent ingredient which may becaused partly by thefactthatthere is already once artificially drawn down material (inthe
nextorchard there is terrace dressingtreatment evident) is exposured. Theloess till secondary loess containseven here subtle
whitish calcareouspseudomycelia and little holescaused byvegetable or insect tissues, at the same time, however, in loess or
secondary loess therewerehere and there perceivable even various grass roots etc., whichhave just grown over thesides of
the cut.

From theright side of thecut 2voluminous sampleswere taken and fromtheleft sideonesuch sample, all these 3samples
were takenat the same time from theplaces of the illustrative undivided sample taking.
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Fig. 18. Napajedla - loca lity No.4 (the
fie ld way cut) . The detail ed take of the
cut' s left side wi th the place of samp le
No.3 taking.

LOESS SAMPLES LABORATORY PROCESSING

Inthefirstphease of the laboratory works (inSeptember 1981) the decantation of the weighted 1000 g and 500 g amount of
the homogenized loess (the socalled voluminous) samplesand attheroom temperature (about 20'C)dried outwas carried.The
decantationwasalways carried outby the elutriation on the finest sieve with the mesh average of 0.04 mm in theelutriating
laboratory sinkWhen supplying lukewarm water (with the temperature of about 20 'C)- all fractions finer than 0.04 mm were
removed.Astheelutriationof thewhole 1000 g sample onthesieve took relatively a long time (nearly6 hours), only thesample
No.1 from1th locality of the Napajedla surroundings was elutriated.All other samples (No. 2-5 from1th locality and thesamples
No. 1-2 from 2nd local ity) were that's whyelutriated from the made-up ground 500 g each and thetime of elutriation ranged
roughly between about 2.5-5 hours. The rest 4 samples from thelandscape survey in 1981 were decantated in October 1981
and thetime for theelutriationof one 500 g made-up ground ranged between 3-5.5hours.

Dr. Krystek, CSc., mentionsin hercandidate's work in 1975 that"reliable mineralogical research can becarried outonly with
thematerial which has grain size larger than 0.05-0 .06 mm".These dataare assumed fromtheE. Guenther work (1961) and the
similar datus about the use of thedecantation for the removal of thefractionunder 0.66 mmwas taken from the Carver work
(1971) .According to myown experience fromtheelutriation and intheend fromthemicroscopical evaluation ofthealready ready
powder preparations it is possible really to use thesieve from the mesh average 0.04 mmwhen elutriatingtheloess samples
carefully and soto capture theupper limit of thegranularity range of theactual loess which are from thetypical mineral parts
withtheaverage 0.01-0.05 mm(Pelisek 1972).

All the elutriated remainson the sieve 0.04 mm were always removed into the prepared valves and then dried out and
weighted. The weights of these 11 elutriatedremains ranged from145 g i. e.29 %to 275 g i. e. 55 %.

In thefurtherpart of the laboratory processinga shaker apparatus "Vipo" on which thesetof these sieves were arranged
(from thebottom): 0.04 mm, 0.063 mm, 0.10 mm, 0.16 mm, 0.20 mmandquiteonthetop0.25 mm. Every elutriated and dried out
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restwas first poured on the upper sieve with mesh average 0.25 m and after covering the upperest sieve and fastening by a
rubber girth,it was possible toswitchtheapparatus on.The timeof thesieves shaking wasmostly about 20minutes. Continuous
ly growing and slowing (totheend of thetime) speed of therunof theapparatus was chosen. Thus these 6 size fractions were
gained from every sample: 1)0.04-0.05 mm,2)0.05-0.063 mm, 3)0.063-0.10 mm, 4)0.10-0.16 mm, 5) 0.16-0.20 mmand
6) 0.20-0.25 mm.

Inaddition to thatwhilesieving there wasalways even less undersizes remains(under thesieve 0.04 mm) and even more less
oversizes remains (over thesieve 0.25 mm). Individual size fractions acquiredbyunsievingwere always accurately weighed on
semi-automatic scales (accurate to 0.01 g).

The decantation and thesieving of theloesssamples taken in2nd partof thelandscapesurvey (September 1983) were carried
out in November 1983. Fortheacceleration of the decantation processing by elutriation on thesieve 0.04, 4 made-upgrounds
(250 geach) were prepared forevery sample and each was elutriated separately. The timeofelutriationof1made-up ground was
thusshortened to 1/2to 1 hour. These 4elutriated and dried upremains from 250 g made-upgrounds of every sample were then
poured together and it caused thattheinitial weight of every individual sample atthebeginning of thedecantation was 1000 g.
Thisinitial weight at the time of the beginning of the decantation was important mainly because the individual unsieved size
fractions wieght may be higher (than it waswith thesamples elutriated in 1981 - onlyfrom 500 g made-up grounds). It was
important to ensure thehigher weight of these fractions fromthatreason above all:with these first 11 processed samples there
wereseveral fractions theweight of which didnotreach even theneede 2g necessary for theactual separations byheavy liquid
and owing to thisonlysmall amount of theseparated grains oftheheavy materials could beacquired. These grainsdid notmake
their entirely reliable microscopical qualitative and quantitative evaluation possible.

The weights of the decantated 1000 g made-up grounds from the3samples carried out in November 1983 were with the
sample No. 1435ginalli. e.43.5 %of theprimary weight ofthesample No.1, then it was 437 g i. e.43.7 %of theprimary weight
of thesample No.2 and with thesample NO.3 thedecantated made-up ground of theweight 489 g was48.9 % of its primary
weight.

Inthefurther stage of thelaboratory processing of theloess samples (again accurate to 0.01 g)2 g of made-up ground ofthe
every separate size fraction accurately weighted onwere gotready and then theactual separationof theheavy minerals followed.
Fortheseparations theheavy liquid bromoform (with bulk specific gravity 2.8846-2.8896 according to thedata of thesticker of
Reachim works in U.S.S.R.) was used.

The separations were always carried out in the column of 6 glass separators (forall 6 size fractions of each sample). 2g
made-up grounds were always afterpouring intotheupper funnels with bromoform several times over mixed with glass stirrig
rods.Atthesame time it became evident however thattheheavy minerals ramained deposited onthesides of theglass funnels
especially thefinest fractions(0.04-0.05mmand 0.05-0.063mm) and when openingthe outlet valve they are only whipped
offwithdifficulty bytherunningstream of theheavy liquid outof thefunnel for catchinginto thefilterpaper under thelittlehope
with theoutlet valve. Sothatthemostlittlegrains of theheavy minerals (recovery factor) were gained, thespecial small spatula
weremade (from small pieces of polyethylen hoses through which theseparated heavy minerals were let out from theupper
separation funnel) which were fastened withthethincopper wires to theglass rods. Byusing these spatula thedeposited layers
of heavy minerals could bewipped offwell in thedirection of thefunnel mouth to theoutlet valves. Assoon asit could befound
out by thelook through theglass funnel thatno other thin layers deposit onthefunnels' sides (nor when mixing the made-up
ground several times in bromoform) - it could bepossible to open thevalves for a short time(only in seconds) and to let out
thelittlestream oftheheavy liquidwith thegrainsoftheheavy mineralsto thepreparedcornet offilter paper onthelower funnels.
The filtrated heavy minerals were then washed by pure denaturated alcohol, dried, wrapped and carriedover for weighing. In
a balance room of the laboratories all the gained separated heavy minerals were accurately weighed on analytical balance
(accurate to 0.0001 g). ' .

The weights of 66separated heavy minerals from 15t partof the laboratory processing (in 1981) ranged from 0.0405 to
0.0006 g.ln t d partof the laboratory processing (in1983) theweights of the18separated heavy minerals fromthe3separated
samples ranged from 0.0109 to 0.0487 g - generally thus were a bit higher than theweights of theheavy minerals from 1981.

The final stage of the lab processing of the loess samples was making out of constantly fixed microscopical powder
preparations in Canada balsam. Considering to thesize of the gained object carriers, 2 preparations could bemostly made out
on one object carrier (always 2 linking upsize fractions). .

In15t partof the labprocessing- these preparations makingoutstage, 59preparations altogether were prepared (at theturn
of theyears 1981 and 1982). Fromthewhole number of66separated size fractions it could notbepossiblewith5fractions to make
out constantly fixed preparation because their weight was not sufficient enough (0.0028 g, 0.0006 g, 0.0030 g, 0.0011 g and
0.0014 g).The fractions of these smallweights of heavy minerals could beevaluated qualitativelyand quantitativelyonlyas loose
little grains in thedroplet of imersionsliquid (again bromoform wasused). The droplet was carefully placed on thehorizontally
fixedobject stage of thepolarisingmicroscope which however had itsdisadvantages (while revolving theobject stage theloose
little grains of heavy minerals can even at inappreciable centrifugal force displace in various ways and probably escape outof
theviewing field, theused liquid is relatively evaporated rapidly and its evaporations are toxic. There were certain acfvantages
of thiswayof themicroscopical analyses. When verysensitive handling thelittlegrains of heavy minerals can beexamined from
different sides and relevantly chosen just those thatare needed to beexamined separately byother methods) which was used
when preparing some little grains of heavy minerals for the analysis using laser and electron microprobe analyzer - it is
mentioned at theend of thiswork.

In2nd partof thelabprocessing (the stage of microscopical preparations gettingready) all18microscopical preparations of
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heavy minerals from the same number of the separated fractions were made out at the beginning of 1984. Save several
exceptions sufficient number of loose littlegrains inthepaper storage bins always remained after themaking outoftheconstantly
fixed powder preparations. That's why it is possible with these fractions both making out of the further constantly fixed
preparation and theexamination of the littlegrains entirely loose in theimersion liquids by a great number of further analysis
methods,

Sieve Analyses and Heavy Minerals Separations Results

I. Napajedla - locality NO.1

Sample No.1

138.14 9 = 13.81 %
114.14 9 = 11.41 %
121.71 9 = 12.17 %
12.86 9 = 1.29 %

2.14 9 = 0.21 %
0.99 9 = 0.10 %
0.96 9 = 0.10 %

A. Percentages of all thesize fractions fromthe loess sample primary weight of 1000 9
a) undersize (= remains under the sieve 0.04 mmafter unsieving: 40.32 g)

+powder (partly) and clayish decantated fractions (568.74 g)
= 609.06 9 = 60.91 %from the primary sample of 1000 9

b) fr. 0.04 -0.05 mm: sieved out
c) fr. 0.05 -0.063.mm: sieved out
d) fr.0.063-0.10 mm: sieved out
e) fro 0.10 -0.16 mm: sieved out
f) fro0.16 -0.20 mm: sieved out
g) fro 0.20 -0.25 mm: sieved out
h) oversize (over 0.25 mm): sieved out

from prim. 1000 9
from prim. 1000 9
from prim. 1000 9
from prim. 1000 9
from prim. 1000 9
from prim. 1000 9
from prim. 1000 9

total 100.00 %

from prim. 389.98 9
from prim. 389.98 9
from prim. 389.98 9
from prim. 389.98 9
from prim. 389.98 9
from prim. 389.98 9

138.14 9 = 35.42 %
114.14 9 = 29.27 %
121.71 9 = 31.21 %

12.86 9 = 3.30 %
2.14 9 = 0.54 %
0.99 9 = 0.25 %

sieved out
sieved out
sieved out
sieved out
sieved out
sieved out

B. Reciprocal percentage of the individual 6 size fractions (used for the heavy minerals separations): their total weight
389.98 9 = 100 %.

a) fr. 0.04 -0.05 mm:
b) fr.0.05 -0.063 mm:
c) fro 0.063 -0.10 mm:
d) fr.0.l0 -0.16 mm:
e) fr.0.16 -0.20 mm:
f) fro 0.20 -0.25 mm:

total 99.99 %

0.0098 9 = 0.49 % from2 9 made-up 9
0.0154 9 = 0.77 % from2 9 made-up 9
0.0113 9 = 0.56 % from2 9 made-up 9
0.0185 9 = 0.92 % from2 9 made-up 9
0.0059 9 = 0.30 % from 29 made-up 9
0.0028 9 = 0.28 % onlyfrom0.99 9

unseparated
unseparated
unseparated
unseparated
unseparated
unseparated

C. Percentages of the unseparated heavy minerals (recovery factor) from 29 made-up grounds of the unsieved fractions
(except the fraction 0.20-0.25 mmwith it there was thetotalweight asthe made-up ground used because of its small
unseparated amount)

a) fr. 0.04 -0.05 mm:
b) fro 0.05 -0.063 mm:
c) fro 0.063 -0.10 mm:
d) fr. 0.10 -0.16 mm:
e) fr. 0.16 -0.20 mm:
f) fr. 0.20 -0.25 mm:

total 0.0637 g,0 rec. fac. 0.55 %

fromtotal weight 6 sep.
from total weight 6 sep.
fromtotal weight 6 sep.
fromtotal weight 6 sep.
fromtotalweight 6 sep.
from total weight 6 sep.

0.0098 9 = 15.38 %
0.0154 9 = 24.18 %
0.0113g= 17.74%
0.0185 9 = 29.04 %
0.0059 9 = 9.26 %
0.0028 9 = 4.40 %

D. Reciprocal percentage of6 individual separations of theheavy minerals (the totalweight of all6 separations of heavy miner.
is 0.0637 9 = 100 %).

a) fr. 0.04 -0.05 mm:
b) fr. 0.05 -0.063 mm:
c) fro 0.063 -0.10 mm:
dl fr.0.10 -0.16 mm:
e) fr.0.16 -0.20 mm:
f) fr. 0.20 -0.25 mm:

total 100.00 %
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Sample No.2

from prim. 500 9
from prim. 500 9
fromprim. 500 9
fromprim. 500 9
fromprim. 500 9
fromprim. 500 9
from prim. 500 9

109.04 9 = 21.81 %
62.82 9 = 12.56 %
34.71 9 = 6.94 %
3.51 9 = 0.70 %
0.62 9 = 0.12 %
0.20 9 = 0.04 %
0.30 9~ 0.06 %

sieved out
sieved out
sieved out
sieved out
sieved out
sieved out
sieved out

A. Percentage of all the size fractions from theloess sample primary weight of 500 9
a) undersize (= remains under thesieve 0.04 mmafter unsieving: 12.85 g)+powder (partly) and clayish decantated fractions

(275.95 g)= 288.80 9 i. e.57.76 %.
b) fro 0.04 -0.05 mm:
c) fr.0.05 -0.063 mm:
d) fro 0.063 -0.10 mm:
e) fr.0.10 -0.16 mm:
f) fr.0.16 -0.20 mm:
g) fr.0.20 -0.25 mm:
h) oversize (over 0.25 mm):

total 99,99 %

B. Reciprocal percentage of the individual 6 size fractions (used for the heavy minerals separations): their total weight
210.90 9 = 100 %. .

a) fro 0.04 -0.05 mm: sieved out 109.04 9 = 51.70 % from prim. 210.90 9
b) fr.0.05 -0.063 mm: sieved out 62.82 9 = 29.79 % from prim. 210.90 9
c) fro 0.063 -0.10 mm: sieved out 34.71 9 = 16.46 % from prim. 210.90 9
d) fro 0.10 -0.16 mm: sieved out 3.51 9 = 1.66 % fromprim. 210.90 9
e) fro 0.16 -0.20 mm: sieved out 0.62 9 = 0.29 % from prim. 210.90 9
f) fro 0.20 -0.25 mm: sieved out 0.20 9 = 0.09 % fromprim. 210.90 9

total 99.99 %

0.0078 9 = 0.39 % from29 made-up 9
0.0100 9 = 0.50 % from 29 made-up 9
0.0144 9 = 0.72 % from 29 made-up9
0.0146 9 = 0.73 % from29 made-up 9
0.0051 9 = 0.82 % separ. only fro 0.62 9
0.0006 9 = 0.30 % separ. onlyfro 0.20 9

C. Percentages of the unseparated heavy minerals (recovery factor) from 2 9 made-up grounds of the unsieved fractions
(except the fraction 0.16-0.20mm and 0.20-0.25mmwith it there was the total weight as the made-up ground used
because of its small unseparated amount).

a) fr.0.04 -0.05 mm: unseparated
b) fr.0.05 -0.063 mm: unseparated
c) fro 0.063 -0.10 mm: unseparated
d) fro 0.10 -0.16 mm: unseparated
e) fro 0.16 -0.20 mm: unseparated
f) fr.0.20 -0.25 mm: unseparated

total : 0.0525 9 0 recov. fac. 0.58 %

from total weight 0.0525 9
from total weight 0.0525 9
from total weight 0.0525 9
from total weight0.0525 9
from total weight 0.0525 9
from total weight 0.0525 9

0.0078 9 = 14.86 %
0.0100 9 = 19.05 %
0.0144 9 = 27.43 %
0.0146 9 = 27.81 %
0.00519 = 9.71 %
0.0006g= 1.14%

D. Reciprocal percentage of 6 individual separations of theheavy minerals (the total weight of all6 separations of theheavy
minerals: 0.0525 9 = 100 %).

a) fro0.04 -0.05 mm:
b) fr.0.05 -0.063 mm:
c) fro 0.063 -0.10 mm:
d) fr.0.10 -0.16 mm:
e) fr.0.16 -0.20 mm:
f) fr.0.20 -0.25 mm:

total: 100.00 %

Sample No.3

A. Percentage of all the size fractions fromtheloess sample primary weight of 500 9
a) undersize (= remains under thesieve 0.04 mmafter unsieving: 16.65 g)

+powder (partly) and clayish decantated fractions (inall 311.05 g)= 327.70 9 i. e. 65.54 %.
b) fr.0.04 -0.05 mm: 90.42 9 = 18.08 %
c) fr.0.05 -0.063 mrn : 38.22 9 = 7.64 %
d) fro 0.063 -0.10 mm: 35.73 9 = 7.15 %
e) fr.0.10 -0.16 mm: 7.15 9 = 1.43 %
f) fr.0.16 -0.20 mm: 0.39 9 = 0.08 %
g) fr.0.20 -0.25 mm: 0.17 9 = 0.03 %
h) oversize (over 0.25 mm) : 0.22 9 = 0.04 %

total: 99.99 %

fromprim. 500 9
from prim. 500 9
from prim. 500 9
fromprim. 500 9
fromprim. 500 9
fromprim. 500 9
from prim. 500 9
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from total weight 172.08 9
from total weight 172.08 9
fromtotal weight 172.08 9
fromtotal weight 172.08 9
fromtotal weight 172.08 9
fromtotal weight 172.08 9

90.42 9 = 52.55 %
38.22 9 = 22.21 %
35.73 9 = 20.76 %
7.15 9 = 4.16 %
0.39 9 = 0.23 %
0.17 9 = 0.10 %

B. Reciprocal percentage of the individual 6 size fractions (used for the heavy minerals separations): their total weight is
172.08 9 = 100 %.

a) fro 0.04 - 0.05 mm:
b) fro 0.05 -0.063 mm:
c) fro 0.063 -0.10 mm:
d) fr.0.10 -0.16 mm:
e) fr.0.16 -0.20 mm:
f) fro0.20 -0.25 mm:

total: 100.01 %

0.0045 9 = 0.22 % from2 9 made-up 9
0.0124 9 = 0.62 % from 2 9 made-up9
0.0129 9 = 0.65 % from 29 made-up 9
0.0069 9 = 0.34 % from 2 9 made-up9
0.0030 9 = 0.15 % from tot.we.0.39 9
0.0011 9 = 0.06 % fromtot.we.0.17 9

C. Percentages of the unseparated heavy minerals (recovery factor) from 2 9 made-up grounds of the unsieved fractions
(except the fraction: 0.16-0.20mm and 0.20-0.25 mmwith it there was the total weight asthe made-up ground used
because of its small unseparated amount).

a) fro0.04 -0.05 mm: unseparated
b) fro 0.05 -0.063 mm: unseparated
c) fro0.063 -0.10 mm: unseparated
d) fr.0.10 -0.16 mm: unseparated
e) fro 0.16 -0.20 mm: unseparated
f) fro 0.20 -0.25 mm: unseparated

total 0.0408 90 rec. fact.: 0.34 %

from total weight 6 separ.
from total weight 6 separ.
fromtotal weight 6 separ.
fromtotal weight 6 separ.
fromtotal weight 6 separ.
fromtotal weight 6 separ.

0.0045 9 = 11.03 %
0.0124 9 = 30.39 %
0.0129 9 = 31 .62 %
0.0069 9 = 16.91 %
0.0030 9 = 7.35 %
0.0011 9 = 2.70 %

D. Reciprocal percentage of6 individual separations of theheavy minerals (the total weight ofall6separations of heavy miner.
0.0408 9 = 100 %).

a) fro 0.04 -0.05 mm:
b) fro 0.05 -0.063 mm:
c) fro 0.063 -0.10 mm:
d) fro 0.10 -0.16 mm:
e) fr.0.16 -0.20 mm:
f) fro 0.20 -0.25 mm:

total: 100.00 %

Sample NO.4

A. Percentage of all thesize fractions fromtheloess sample primary weight of 500 9
a) undersize (= remains under thesieve 0.04 mmafter unsieving: 38.33 9 +powder (partly) and c1ayishdecantated fractions

(inall 299.36 g) = 337.69 9 i. e.67.54 %.
b) fro 0.04 -0.05 mm: 88.65 9 = 17.73 % from prim. weight 500 9
c) fro 0.05 -0.063 mm: 36.53 9 = . 7.31 % fromprim. weight 500 9
d) fro0.063 -0.10 mm: 28.36 9 = 5.67 % fromprim.weight 500 9
e) fro 0.10 -0.16 mm: 5.31 9 = 1.06 % fromprim. weight500 9
f) fro 0.16 -0.20 mm: 1.05g= 0.21 % from prim. weight 500 9
g) fro0.20 -0.25 mm: 0.41 9 = 0.08 % fromprim. weight 500 9
h) oversize (over 0.25 mm): 2.00 9 = 0.40 % fromprim. weight 500 9

total: 100.00 %

B. Reciprocal percentage of the individual 6 size fractions (used for the heavy minerals separations): their tota l weight is
160.31 9 = 100 %.

a) fro 0.04 -0.05 mm: 88.65 9 = 55.30 % fromprim. 160.31 9
b) fr.0.05 -0.063 mm: 36.53 9 = 22.79 % fromprim. 160.31 9
c) fro0.063 ....:..0.10 mm: 28.36 9 = 17.69 % fromprim. 160.31 9
d) fr.0.10 -0.16 mm: 5.31 9 = 3.31 % from prim. 160.31 9
e) fro0.16 - 0.20 mm: 1.05g= 0.65 % fromprim. 160.31 9
f) fr.0.20 -0.25 mm: 0.41 9 = 0.26 % from prim. 160.31 9

total: 100.00 %
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0.0207 9 = 1.04 % from 29 made-up 9
0.0173 9 = 0.86 % from 29 made-up 9
0.0296 9 = 1.48 % from 2 9 made-up 9
0.0183 9 = 0.92 % from 29 made-up 9
0.0149 9 = 1.42 % from 1.05 9
0.0031 9 = 0.76 % from 0.41 9

C. Percentages of the unseparated heavy minerals (recovery factor) from 29 made-up grounds of the unsieved fractions
(except the fraction 0.16-0.20 mm and 0.20-0.25 mmwith it there was the total weight as the made-up ground used
because of its small unseparated amount).

a) fr.0.04 -0.05 mm: unseparated
b) fro 0.05 -0.063 mm: unseparated
c) fro0.063 -0.10 mm: unseparated
d) fr.0.10 -0.16 mm: unseparated
e) fr.0.16 -0.20 mm: unseparated
f) fr.0.20 -0.25 mm: unseparated

total: 0.1039 9 0 rec. fact. 1.08 %

fromtotal weig. 6 separ,
from total weig. 6 separ.
from total weig. 6 separ.
from total weig. 6 separ.
from total weig. 6 separ.
from total weig. 6 separ.

0.0207 9 = 19.92 %
0.0173 9 = 16.65 %
0.0296 9 = 28.49 %
0.0183 9 = 17.61 %
0.0149 9 = 14.34 %
0.0031 9 = 2.98 %

D. Reciprocal percentage of6individual separations of the heavy minerals (the total weight of-all 6separations of heavy miner.
0.1039 9 = 100 %).

a) fro 0.04 -0.05 mm:
b) fro 0.05 -0.063 mm:
c) fro 0.063 -0.10 mm:
d) fr.0.10 -0.16 mm:
e) fr.0.16 -0.20 mm:
f) fro 0.20 -0.25 mm:

total : 99.99 %

Sample No.5

from prim. weight 500 9
from prim. weight 500 9
from prim. weight 500 9
fromprim. weight 500 9
fromprim. weight 500 9
from prim. weight 500 9
fromprim. weight 500 9

83.46 9 = 16.69 %
42.45 9 = 8.49 %
31.56 9 = 6.31 %

4.18 9 = 0.84 %
0.66 9 = 0.13 %
0.40 9 = 0.08 %
2.729 = 0.54 %

A. Percentage of all the size fractions from theloess sample primary weight of 500 g.
a) undersize (= remains under the sieve 0.04 mmafter unsieving 30.59 g)+powder (partly) and clayish decantated fractions

(inall303.98 g)= 334.57 9 = 66.91 %.
b) fro 0.04 -0.05 mm:
c) fro 0.05 -0.063 mm:
d) fro0.063 -0.10 mm:
e) fro 0.10 -0.16 mm:
o fr.0.16 -0.20 mm:
g) fro 0.20 -0.25 mm:
h) oversize (over 0.25 mm):

total: 99.99 %

from prim. 162.71 9
fromprim, 162.71 9
from prim. 162.71 9
fromprim. 162.71 9
from prim. 162.71 9
from prim. 162.71 9

83.46 9 = 51 .29 %
42.45 9 = 26.09 %
31.56 9 = 19.40 %
4.18 9 = 2.57 %
0.66 9 = 0.41 %
0.40 9 = 0.25 %

B. Reciprocal percentage of the individual 6 size fractions (used for the heavy minerals separations): their total weight is
162.71 9 = 100 %.

a) fr.0.04 -0.05 mm:
b) fro 0.05 -0.063 mm:
c) fr.0.063-0.10 mm:
d) fro 0.10 -0.16 mm:
e) fr.0.16 -0.20 mm:
f) fro 0.20 - 0.25 mm:

total: 100.Q1 %

0.0211 9 = 1.06 % from 29 made-up 9
0.0221 9 = 1.10 % from 29 made-up 9
0.0210 9 = 1.05 % from29 made-up 9
0.0084 9 = 0.42 % from29 made-up 9
0.0069 9 = 1.05 % from 0.66 9
0.0014 9 = 0.35 % from0.40 9

C. Percentages of the unseparated heavy minerals (recovery factor) from 29 made-up grounds of the unsieved fractions
(except the fraction 0.16-0.20 mm and 0.20-0.25 mm with it there was the total weight asthe made-up ground used
because of its small unseparated amount).

a) fro 0.04 -0.05 mm: unseparated
b) fr.0.05 -0.063 mm: unseparated
c) fro 0.063-0.10 mm: unseparated
d) fr.0.10 -0.16 mm: unseparated
e) fro 0.16 -0.20 mm: unseparated
f) fr.0.20 -0.25 mm: unseparated

total : 0.0809 9 0 rec. fact. 0.84 %
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from total weight 0.0809 9
fromtotal weight 0.0809 9
from total weight 0.0809 9
from total weight 0.0809 9
fromtotal weight 0.0809 9
from total weight 0.0809 9

0.0211 9 = 26.08 %
0.0221 9 = 27.32 %
0.0210 9 = 25.96 %
0.0084 9 = 10.38 %
0.0069 9 = 8.53 %
0.0014 9 = 1.73 %:

D. Reciprocal percentage of6individualseparations of the heavy minerals (the total weight ofall6 separations of heavy miner.
0.0809 9 = 100 %).

a) fro 0.04 -0.05 mm:
b) fro0.05 -0.063 mm:

. c) fr.0 .063-0.10 mm:
d) fro 0.10 -0.16 mm:
e) fro 0.16 -0.20 mm:
f) fr.0.20 -0.25 mm:

total: 100.00 %

II.Napajedla - locality NO.2

Sample No.1

A. Percentages of all the size fractions from the loess sample primary weight of 500 g.
a) undersize (= remains under thesieve 0.04 mmafter unsieving: 26.78 g)+powder (partly) and clayishdecantated fractions

(inall274.44 g)= 301.22 9 i. e.60.24 %. .
b) fr.0.04 -0.05 mm: 79.73 9 = 15.95 % from prim. weight500 9
c) fro 0.05 -0.063 mm: 45.23 9 = 9.05 % from prim. weight 500 9
d) fro 0.063-0.10 mm: 36.69 9 = 7.34 % from prim. weight 500 9
e) fro 0.10 -0.16 mm: 9.42 9 = 1.89 % from prim. weight 500 9
f) fro 0.16 -0.20 mm: 4.09 9 = 0.82 % from prim. weight 500 9
g) fro 0.20 -0.25 mm: 4.24 9 = 0.85 % from prim. weight 500 9
h) oversize (over 0.25 mm): 19.38 9 = 3.88 % from prim.weight 500 9

total: 100.02 %

from prim. 179.40 9
from prim. 179.40 9
from prim.179.40 9
from prim. 179.40 9
from prim.179.40 9
from prim. 179.40 9

79.73 9 = 44.44 %
45.23 9 = 25.21 %
36.69 9 = 20.45 %

9.42 9 = 5.25 %
4.09 9 = 2.28 %
4.24 9 = 2.36 %

B. Reciprocal percentage of the individual 6 size fractions (used for the heavy minerals separations): their total weight is
179.40 9 = 100 %.

a) fro 0.04 -0.05 mm:
b) fro 0.05 -0.063 mm:
c) fr.0.063-0.10 mm:
d) fr.0.10 -0.16 mm:
e) fro 0.16 -0.20 mm:
f) fro 0.20 -0.25 mm:

total : 99.99 %

C. Percentages of theunseparated heavy minerals (recovery factor) from 29 made-up grounds of theunsieved fractions.
a) fro 0.04 -0.05 mm: unseparated 0.0160 9 = 0.80 % from 29 made-up 9
b) fro 0.05 -0.063 mm: unseparated 0.0114 9 = 0.57 % from 29 made-up 9
c) fr.0.063-0.10 mm: unseparated 0.0295 9 = 1.47 % from 29 made-up 9
d) fro 0.10 -0.16 mm: unseparated 0.0236 9 = 1.18 % from 2 9 made-up 9
e) fro 0.16 -0.20 mm: unseparated 0.0227 9 = 1.14 % from 2 9 made-up 9
f) fro 0.20 -0.25 mm: unseparated 0.0150 9 = 0.75 % from 29 made-up 9

total: 0.1182 9 0 rec. fac. 0.99 %

from total weight 6 sep.
from total weight 6 sep.
from total weight 6 sep.
from total weight 6 sep.
from total weight 6 sep.
from total weight 6 sep.

0.0160 9 = 13.54 %
0.0114 9 = 9.64 %
0.0295 9 = 24.96 %
0.0236 9 = 19.97 %
0.0227 9 = 19.20 %
0.0150 9 = 12.69 %

D. Reciprocal percentage of 6 individual separations of the heavy minerals (the total weight of all 6 separations of heavy
minerals 0.1182 9 = 100 %).

a) fro0.04 -0.05 mm:
b) fr.0.05 -0.063 mm:
c) fro 0.063-0.10 mm:
d) fro 0.10 -0.16 mm:
e) fro0.16 -0.20 mm:
f) fro 0.20 -0.25 mm:

total: 100.00%
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Sample No.2

from prim. weight 500 9
from prim. weight 500 9
from prim. weight500 9
from prim. weight500 9
from prim. weight 500 9
from prim. weight500 9
from prim. weight 500 9

80.75 9 = 16.15%
50.08 9 = 10.02 %
49.16 9 = 9.83 %
14.51 9 = 2.90 %

7.31 9 = 1.46 %
5.30 9 = 1.06 %

35.63 9 = 7.13 %

A. Percentages of all the size fractions from the loess sample primary weight of 500 g.
a) undersieve (= remains under thesieve 0.04 mmafter unsieving 34.78 g)+powder (partly) and clayish decantatedfiacfions

(inall222.48 g)= 257.26 9 i. e. 51.45 %.
b) fro0.04 -0.05 mm:
c) fro 0.05 -0.063 mm:
d) fr.0.063-0.10 mm:
e) fro 0.10 -0.16 mm:
f) fro0.16 -0.20 mm:
g) fro 0.20 -0.25 mm:
h) oversize (over 0.25 mm) :

total : 100.00 %

from prim.207.11 9
from prim. 207.11 9
from prim. 207.11 9
from prim.207.11 9
from prim. 207.11 9
from prim. 207.11 9

80.75 9 = 38.99 %
50.08 9 = 24.18 %
49.16 9 = 23.74 %
14.51 9 = 7.01 %

7.31 9 = 3.53 %
5.30 9 = 2.56 %

B. Reciprocal percentage of the individual 6 size fractions (used for the heavy minerals separations) : their total weight is
207.11 9 = 100 %.

a) fro0.04 -0.05 mm:
b) fro 0.05 -0.063 mm:
c) fr.0.063-0.10 mm:
d) fr.0.10 -0.16 mm:
e) fro 0.16 -0.20 mm:
f) fro 0.20 -0.25 mm:

total: 100.01 %

C. Percentages of the unseparated heavy minerals (recovery factor) from29 made-up grounds of the unsieved fractions.
a) fro 0.04 -0.05 rnrn: unseparated 0.0358 9 = 1.79 % from 29 made-up 9
b) fro 0.05 -0.063 mm: unseparated 0.0361 9 = 1.81 % from 29 made-up 9
c) fro0.063-0.10 mm: unseparated 0.0311 9 = 1.55 % from 29 made-up 9

. d) fr-. 0.10 -0.16 mm: unseparated 0.0405 9 = 2.03 % from 29 made-up 9
e) fro0.16 -0.20 mm: unseparated 0.0380 9 = 1.90 % from 29 made-up9
f) fr.0.20 -0.25 mm: unseparated 0.0198 9 = 0.99 % from 2 9 made-up 9

total: 0.2013 9 0 rec. fact. 1.68 %

from total weight 6 separ.
from total weight 6 separ.
from total weight 6 separ.
from total weight 6 separ.
from total weight 6 separ.
from total weight 6 separ.

0.0358 9 = 17.78 %
0.0361 9 = 17.93 %
0.0311 9 = 15.45 %
0.0405 9 = 20.12 %
0.0380 9 = 18.88 %
0.0198 9 = 9.84 %

D. Reciprocal percentage of6 individual separations of theheavy minerals (the total weight of all6separations of heavy miner.
0.2013 9 = 100 %).

a) fro 0.04 -0.05 mm:
b) fro 0.05 -0.063 mm:
c) fro 0.063-0.10 mm:
d) fro 0.10 -0.16 mm:
e) fr.0.16 -0.20 mm:
f) fr.0.20 -0.25 mm:

total: 100.00 %

Sample No.3

from prim. weight 500 9
from prim. weight 500 9
from prim. weight 500 9
from prim. weight 500 9
from prim. weight 500 9
from prim. weight 500 9
from prim. weight 500 9

56.48 9 = 11.30 %
30.21 9 = 6.04 %
24.91 9 = 4.98 %
4.65 9 = 0.93 %
2.02 9 = 0.40 %
1.89 9 = 0.38 %
6.43 9 = 1.29 %

A. Percentages of all the size fractions from theloess sample primary weight of 500 g.
a) undersize (= remains under thesieve 0.04 mmafter unsieving20.48 g)+powder (partly) and clayish decantated fractions

(inall352.93 g)= 373.41 9 i. e.74.68 %.
b) fro0.04 -0.05 mm:
c) fro 0.05 -0.063 mm:
d) fro 0.063-0.10 mm:
e) fr.0.10 -0.16 mm:
f) fro 0.16 -0.20 mm:
g) fr.0.20 -0.25 mm:
h) oversize Iover 0.25 mm):

total: 100.00 %
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fromprim. 120.16 9
from prim. 120.16 9
from prim. 120.16 9
from prim. 120.16 9
from prim. 120.16 9
from prim. 120.16 9

56.48 9 = 47.00 %
30.21 9 = 25.14 %
24.91 9 = 20.73 %
4.65 9 = 3.87 %
2.02 9 = 1.68 %
1.89 9 = 1.57 %

B. Reciprocal percentage of the individual 6 size fractions (used for the heavy minerals separations): their total weight is
120.16 9 = 100 %.

a) fro 0.04 -0.05 mm:
b) fro 0.05 -0.063 mm:
c) fr.0.063-0.10 mm:
d) fro 0.10 -0.16 mm:
e) fro 0.16 ...,...0.20 mm:
n fro 0.20 -0.25 mm:

total: 99.99 %

0.0315 9 = 1.58 % from29 made-up 9
0.0325 9 = 1.62 % from 29 made-up 9
0.0222 9 = 1.11 % from29 made-up 9
0.0364 9 = 1.82 % from29 made-up 9
0.0243 9 = 2.43 % from19 made-up 9
0.0166 9 = 1.66 % from 1 9 made-up 9

unseparated
unseparated
unseparated
unseparated
unseparated
unseparated

C. Percentages of the unseparated heavy minerals (recovery factor) from 2 9 made-up grounds of the unsieved fractions
(except' thefractions 0.16-0.20 mmand 0.20-0.25 mmwithit there wasonly1 9 of themade-up ground used because of
its small amount).

a) fro 0.04 -0.05 mm:
b) fro 0.05 -0.063 mm:
c) fr.0.063-0.10 mm:
d) fro 0.10 -0.16 mm:
e) fro 0.16 -0.20 mm:
n fro 0.20 -0.25 mm:

total:0.1635 9 0 rec. fact. 1.70 %

fromtotal weight of 6 sep.
fromtotal weight of 6 sep.
fromtotal weight of 6 sep.
fromtotal weight of 6 sep.
fromtotal weight of 6 sep.
fromtotal weight of 6 sep.

0.0315 9 = 19.27 %
0.0325 9 = 19.88 %
0.0222 9 = 13.58 %
0.0364 9 = 22.26 %
0.0243 9 = 14.86 %
0.0166 9 = 10.15 %

D. Reciprocal percentage of6 individual separations of theheavy minerals (the total weight of all6separations of heavy miner.
0.1635 9 = 100 %).

a) fro 0.04 -0.05 mm:
b) fro 0.05 -0.063 mm:
c) fr.0.063-0.10 mm:
d) fro 0.10 -0.16 mm:
e) fr.0.16 -0.20 mm:
f) fro 0.20 -0.25 mm:

total: 100.00 %

III. Napajedla - locality NO.3

Sample No.1

from prim. weight 500 9
fromprim. weight 500 9
fromprim. weight 500 9
fromprim. weight 500 9
from prim. weight 500 9
from prim. weight 500 9
from prim. weight 500 9

82.62 9 = 16.52 %
47.20 9 = 9.44 %
43.86 9 = 8.77 %
11.05 9 = 2.21 %
5.02 9 = 1.00 %
4.64 9 = 0.93%

11.46 9 = 2.29 %

A. Percentages of all the size fractions fromtheloess sample primary weight of 500 g.
a) undersize (= remains under thesieve 0.04 mmafter unsieving 47.95 g)+powder (partly) and clayish decantated fractions

(inall 246.20 g) = 294.15 9 = 58.83 %.
b) fro 0.04 -0.05 mm:
c) fro 0.05 -0.063 mm:
d) fro 0.063-0.10 mm:
e) fr.0.10 -0.16 mm:
n fr.0.16 -0.20 mm:
g) fro 0.20 -0.25 mm:
h) oversize (over 0.25 mm):

total: 99.99 %

from prim. 194.39 9
from prim. 194.39 9
from prim. 194.39 9
from prim. 194.39 9
from prim. 194.39 9
from prim. 194.39 9

82.62 9 = 42.50 %
47.20 9 = 24.28 %
43.86 9 = 22.56 %
11.05 9 = 5.68 %
5.02 9 = 2.58 %
4.64 9 = 2.39 %

B. Reciprocal percentage of the individual 6 size fractions (used for the heavy minerals separations): their total weight is
194.39 9 = 100 %.

a) fro 0.04 -0.05 mm:
b) fr.0.05 -0.063 mm:
c) fr.0.063-0.10 mm:
d) fro 0.10 -0.16 mm:
e) fro 0.16 -0.20 mm:
f) fro 0.20 -0.25 mm:

total: 99.99 %
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C. Percentages of the unseparated heavy minerals (recovery factor) from 29 made-up grounds of theunsieved fractions.
a) fr.0.04 -0.05 mm: unseparated 0.0325 9 = 1.63 % from 2 9 made-up 9
b) fr.0.05 -0.063 mm: unseparated 0.0328 9 = 1.64 % from 29 made-up 9
c) fro 0.063-0.10 mm: unseparated 0.0359 9 = 1.79 % from 29 made-up 9
d) fro 0.10 -0.16 mm: unseparated 0.0349 9 = 1.74 % from 29 made-up 9
e) fro 0.16 -0.20 mm: unseparated 0.0380 9 = 1.90 % from 29 made-up 9
f) fr.0.20 -0.25 mm: unseparated 0.0228 9 = 1.14 % from 29 made-up 9

total: 0.1969 9 0 rec. fact. 1.64 %

from total weight of6 sep.
from total weight of6 sep.
from total weight of6 sep.
from total weight of6 sep.
from total weight of6 sep.
from total weight of6 sep.

0.0325 9 = 16.51 %
0.0328 9 = 16.66 %
0.0359 9 = 18.23 %
0.0349 9 = 17.72 %
0.0380 9 = 19.30 %
0.0228 9 = 11 .58 %

D. Reciprocal percentage of6 individual separations of the heavy minerals (the total weight ofall6separations of heavy miner.
0.1969 9 = 100 %).

a) fro0.04 -0.05 mm:
b) fro 0.05 -0.063 mm:
c) fr.0.063-0.10 mm:
d) fro 0.10 -0.16 rnm:
e) fro 0.16 -0.20 mm:
f) fro 0.20 - 0.25 mm:

total: 100.00 %

Sample No.2

A. Percentages of all thesize fractions from the loess sample primary weight of 500 g.
a) undersize (= remains under the sieve 0.04 mm after unsieving 49.19 g)+powder (partly) and clayish decantated fractions

(in all 272.88 g)= 322.07 9 = 64.41 %.
b) fro 0.04 -0.05 mm: 78.79 9 = 15.76 % from prim. weight 500 9
c) fr.0.05 -0.063 mm: 40.97 9 = 8.19% from prim. weight 500 9
d) fro 0.063-0.10 mm: 35.57 9 = 7.11 % from prim. weight 500 9
e) fro 0.10 -0.16 mm: 6.99 9 = 1.40 % from prim. weight 500 9
f) fro 0.16 -0.20 mm: 3.20 9 = 0.64 % from prim. weight 500 9
g) fro 0.20 -0.25 mm: 3.23 9 = 0.65 % from prim. weight 500 9
h) oversize (over sieve 0.25 mm): 9.18 9 = 1.84% from prim. weight 500 9

total: 100.00 %

B. Reciprocal percentage of the individual 6 size fractions (used for the heavy minerals separations) : their total weight is
168.75 9 = 100 %.

a) fro 0.04 -0.05 mm: 78.79 9 = 46.69 % from prim. 168.75 9
b) fro 0.05 - 0.063 mm: 40.97 9 = 24.28 % from prim. 168.75 9
c) fr.0.063-0.10 mm: 35.57 9 = 21.08 % from prim. 168.75 9
d) fro 0.10 -0.16 mm: 6.99 9 = 4.14% from prim. 168.75 9
e) fr.0.16 -0.20 mm: 3.20 9 = 1.90 % from prim. 168.75 9
f) fro 0.20 -0.25 mm: 3.23 9 = 1.91 % from prim. 168.75 9

total: 100.00 %

C. Percentages of the unseparated heavy minerals (recovery factor) from 29 made-up grounds of the unsieved fractions.
a) fro 0.04 -0.05 mm: unseparated 0.0332 9 = 1.66 % from 29 made-up 9
b) fr.0.05 -0.063 mm: unseparated 0.0293 9 = 1.47 % from 29 made-up 9
c) fro 0.063-0.10 mm: unseparated 0.0217 9 = 1.08 % from 29 made-up 9
d) fr.0.10 -0.16 mm: unseparated 0.0256 9 = 1.28 % from 29 made-up 9
e) fr.0.16 -0.20 mm: unseparated 0.0321 9 = 1.61 % from 29 made-up 9
f) fro 0.20 -0.25 mm: unseparated 0.0272 9 = 1.36 % from29 made-up 9

total: 0.1691 9 0 rec. fact. 1.41 %
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from total weight of 6 sep.
from total weight of 6 sep.
from total weight of 6 sep.
from total weight of 6 sep.
fromtotal weight of 6sep.
from total weight of 6 sep.

D. Reciprocal percentage of6 individual separations of the heavy minerals (the total weight of all6 separations of heavy min.
0.1691 9 = 100 %). •

a) fr.0.04 -0.05 mm: 0.0332 9 = 19.63 %
b) fr.0.05 -0.063 mm: 0.0293 9 = 17.33 %
c) fr.0.063-0.10 mm: 0.0217 9 = 12.83 %
d) fro 0.10 -0.16 mm: 0.0256 9 = 15.14 %
e) fro 0.16 -0.20 mm: 0.0321 9 = 18.98 %
f) fr.0.20 -0.25 mm: 0.0272 9 = 16.09 %

total: 100.00 %

Sample No.3

from prim. weight 500 9
from prim. weight 500 9
from prim. weight 500 9
from prim. weight 500 9
from prim. weight 500 9
from prim. weight 500 9
from prim. weight 500 9

56.58 9 = 11.32 %
32.05 9 = 6.41 %
21.80 9 = 4.36 %
4.18 9 = 0.84 %
1.21 9 = 0.24 %
1.01 9 = 0.20 %
4.35 9 = 0.87 %

A. Percentages of all thesize fractions from theloess sample primary weight of 500 g.
a) undersize (= remains under the sieve 0.04 mmafter unsieving 33.32 g)+powder (partly) and clayish decantated fractions

(inall 345.50 g)= 378.82 9 = 75.76 %.
b) fr.0.04 -0.05 mm:
c) fr.0.05 -0.063 mm:
d) fr.0.063-0.10 mm:
e) fro 0.10 -0.16 mm:
f) fro 0.16 -0.20 mm:
g) fro 0.20 -0.25 mm:
h) oversize (over sieve 0.25 mm):

total: 100.00 %

from prim. 116.83 9
from prim. 116.83 9
from prim. 116.83 9
from prim. 116.83 9
from prim. 116.83 9
from prim. 116.83 9

56.58 9 = 48.43 %
32.05 9 = 27.43 %
21.80 9 = 18.66 %
4.18 9 = 3.58 %
1.21 9 = 1.04 %
1.01 9 = 0.86 %

B. Reciprocal percentage of the lndivldual 6 size fractions (used forthe heavy minerals separations): their total weight is
116.83 9 = 100 %.

a) fro 0.04 -0.05 mm:
b) fr.0.05 -0.063 mm:
c) fr.0.063-0.10 mm:
d) fr.0.l0 -0.16 mm:
e) fr.0.16 -0.20 mm:
n fro 0.20 -0.25 mm:

0.0360 9 = 1.80 % from 29 made-up 9
0.0301 9 = 1.51 % from 29 made-up 9
0.0256 9 = 1.28 % from 29 made-up 9
0.0207 9 = 1.03 % from 29 made-up 9
0.0106 9 = 1.06 % from 19 made-up 9
0.0101 9 = 1.01 % from 19 made-up 9

unseparated
unseparated

. unseparated
unseparated
unseparated
unseparated

total: 100.00 %
C. Percentages of the unseparated heavy minerals (recovery factor) from 29 made-up grounds of the unsieved fractions

(except fro 0.16-0.20 mm and 0.20-0.25 mm with it there was only 19 of made-up grounds used-because of its small
amount).

a) fro 0.04 -0.05 mm:
b) fro 0.05 -0.063 mm:
c) fro 0.063-0.10 mm:
d) fr.0.l0 -0.16 mm:
e) fro 0.16 -0.20 mm:
f) fr.0.20 -0.25 mm:

total: 0.1331 9 0 rec. fact. 1.28 %

from total weight of6 sep.
from total weight of6 sep.
from total weight of6 sep.
from total weight of6 sep.
from total weight of6 sep.
from total weight of6 sep.

0.0360 9 = 27.05 %
0.0301 9 = 22.61 %
0.0256 9 = 19.23 %
0.0207 9 = 15.55 %
0.0106 9 = 7.96 %
0.0101 9 = 7.59 %

D. Reciprocal percentage of6 individual separations of the heavy minerals (the total weight ofall6 separations of heavy min.
0.1331 9 = 100 %).

a) fr.0.04 -0.05 mm:
b) fr.0.05 -0.063 mm:
c) fr.0.063-0.10 mm:
d) fr.0.l0 -0.16 mm:
e) fro 0.16 -0.20 mm:
f) fr.0.20 -0.25 mm:

total: 99.99 %
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IV. Napajedla - locality No.4

Sample NO.1

from prim. weight 1000 9
from prim. weight 1000 9
from prim.weight 1000 9
from prim. weight 1000 9
fromprim. weight 1000 9
fromprim. weight 1000 9
from prim. weight 1000 9

97.47 9 = 9.75 %
6.94 9 = 0.69 %

132.86 9 = 13.29 %
42.69 9 = 4.27 %
42.79 9 = 4.28 %
40.57 9 = 4.06 %
78.73 9 = 7.87 %

A. Percentages of all the size fractions fromtheloess sample primary weightof 1000 g.
a) undersize (= remains under sieve 0.04 mmafter unsieving 5.97 g)+powder (partly) and clayishdecantated fractions, (inall

551 .98 g)= 557.95 9 = 55.80 %.
b) fr.0.04 -0.05 mm:
c) fr.0.05 -0.063 mm:
d) fr.0.063-0.10 mm:
e) fr. 0.10 -0.16 mm:
f) fr. 0.16 -0.20 mm:
g) fr.0.20 -0.25 mm:
h) oversize (over sieve 0.25 mm):

total: 100.01 %

from prim. 363.32 9
from prim. 363.32 9
from prim. 363.~2 9
fromprim.363.32 9
fromprim. 363.32 9
fromprim. 363.32 9

97.47 9 = 26.83 %
6.94 9 = 1.91 %

132.86 9 = 36.57 %
42.69 9 = 11.75 %
42.79 9 = 11 .78 %
40.57 9 = 11 .17 %

B. Reciprocal percentage of the individual 6 size fractions (used for the heavy minerals separations): their total weight is
363.32 9 = 100 %.

a) fr.0.04 -0.05 mm:
b) fr.0.05 -0.063 mm:
c) fr.0.063-0 .10 mm:
d) fro0.10 -0.16 mm:
e) fro0.16 -0.20 mm:
f) fr. 0.20 -0.25 mrn:

total : 100.01 %

C. Percentage of the unseparated heavy minerals (recovery factor) from2 9 made-upgrounds of the unsieved fractions.
a) fr. 0.04 -0.05 mm: unseparated 0.0191 9 = 0.96 % from29 made-up 9
b) fr. 0.05 -0.063 mm: unseparated 0.0335 9 = 1.67 % from2 9 made-up 9
c) fro0.063-0.10 mm: unseparated 0.0293 9 = 1.47 % from 2 9 made-up 9
d) fr.0.10 -0.16 mm: unseparated 0.0392 9 = 1.96 % from29 made-up 9
e) fr.0.16 -0.20 mm: unseparated 0.0303 9 = 1.52 % from 29 made-up 9
f) fro0.20 -0.25 mm: unseparated 0.01 129 = 0.56 % from 29 made-up 9

total: 0.1626 9 0 rec, fact. 1.36 %

D. Reciprocal percentage of6 individualseparations of theheavy minerals(thetotal weightofall6separations of heavy miner.
0.1626 9 =.100 %). ., . .

a) fr. 0.04 -0.05 mm: 0.0191 9 = 11.75 % from total weight of 6 sep.
b) fr. 0.05 -0.063 mm: 0.0335 9 = 20.60 % from total weight of 6 sep.
c) fr. 0.063-0.10 mm: 0.0293 9 = 18.02 % from tota l weightof 6 sep.
d)fr.0.10 -0.16 mm: 0.0392 9 = 24.11 % fromtotal weight of 6 sep.
e) fr.0.16 -0.20 mm: 0.0303 9 = 18.63 % fromtotal weightof 6 sep.
f) fr.0.20 -0.25 mm: 0.0112 9 = 6.89 % from total weight of 6 sep.

total: 100.00 %

Sample NO.2

from prim.weight 1000 9
from prim. weight1000 9
from prim. weight 1000 9
fromprim. weight 1000 9
fromprim. weight 1000 9
from prim. weight1000 9
from prim. weight 1000 9

102.94 9 = 10.29 %
5.61 9 = 0.56 %

131.83 9 = 13.18 %
40.91 9 = 4.09 %
41.11 9 = 4.11 %
42.30 9 = 4.23 %
80.18 9 = 8.02 %

A. Percentages of all thesize fractions from theloess sample primary weight of 1000 g.
a) undersize (= remainsunder sieve 0.04mm after unsieving 7.88 g)+powder (partly) and clayishdecantatedfractions (in all

547.24 g)= 555.12 9 i. e. 55.51 %.
b) fro0.04 - 0.05 mm:
c) fr. 0.05 -0.063 mm:
d) fr.0.063-0.10 mm:
e) fr.0.10 -0.16 mm:
f) fr.0.16 -0.20 mm:
g) fr.0.20 -0.25 mm:
h) oversize (over sieve 0.25 mm):

total: 99.99 %
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fromprim. 364.70 9
from prim. 364.70 9
fromprim. 364.70 9
from prim. 364.70 9
from prim. 364.70 9
from prim. 364.70 9

102.94 9 = 28.23 %
5.61 9 = 1.54 %

131.83 9 = 36.15 %
40.91 9 = 11.22 %
41.11 9 = 11 .27 %
42.30 9 = 11.60 %

B. Reciprocal percentage of the individual 6 size fractions (used for the heavy minerals separations): their total weight is
364.70 g = 100 %.

a) fro0.04 -0.05 mm:
b) fro0.05 -0.063 mm:
c) fro 0.063-0.10 mm:
d) fro0.10 -0.16 mm:
e) fr.0.16 -0.20 mm:
f) fro 0.20 -0.25 mm:

total: 100.D1 %

C. Percentages of the unseparated heavy minerals (recovery factor) from29 made-up grounds of the unsieved fractions.
a) fro0.04 -0.05 mm: unseparated 0.D1 05 9 = 0.53 % from 29 made-up 9
b) fro 0.05 -0.063 mm: unseparated 0.0382 9 = 1.91 % from 29 made-up 9
c) fro 0.063-0.10 mm: unseparated 0.0337 9 = 1.68 % from29 made-up 9
d) fro0.10 -0.16 mm: unseparated 0.0322 9 = 1.61 % from 29 made-up 9
e) fro0.16 -0.20 mm: unseparated 0.0351 9 = 1.76 % from29 made-up 9
f) fro 0.20 -0.25 mm: unseparated 0.0109 9 = 0.55 % from 29 made-up 9

total 0.1606 9 0 rec. fact. 1.34 %

from total weight of 6 separ.
from total weight of 6 separ.
from total weight of 6 separ.
from total weight of 6 separ.
from total weight of 6 separ.
from total weightof 6 separ.

0.0105 9 = 6.54 %
0.0382 9 = 23.79 %
0.0337 9 = 20.98 %
0.0322 9 = 20.05 %
0.0351 9 = 21.85 %
0.0109 9 = 6.79 %

D. Reciprocal percentage of6 individual separations of theheavy minerals (the total weight ofall6separations ofheavy miner.
0.1606 9 = 100 %).

a) fro 0.04 -0.05 mm:
b) fro 0.05 -0.063 mm:
c) fr.0.063-0.10 mm:
d) fr.0.10 -0.16 mm:
e) . fro 0.16 -0.20 mm:
f) fro0.20 -0.25 mm:

total: 100.00 %

Sample No.3

A. Percentages of all the size fractions from theloess sample primary weight of 1000 g.
a) undersize (= remains under sieve 0.04 mm after unsieving 12.18 g)+powder (partly) and clayish decantated fractions (in

all513.84 g)= 526.02 9 i. e. 52.60 %.
b) fr.0.04 -0.05 mm: 106:10 9 = 10.61 % from prim. weight 1000 9
c) fro 0.05 -0.063 mm: 7.31 9 = 0.73 % from prim. weight 1000 9
d) fr.0.063-0.10 mm: 142.87 9 = 14.29 % from prim.weight1000 9
e) fro 0.10 -0.16 mm: 45.59 9 = 4.56 % from prim. weight 1000 9
f) fr.0.16 -0.20 mm: 47.71 9 = 4.77 % from prim. weight 1000 9
g) fr.0.2? -0.25 .mm: 41.02 9 = 4.10 % from prim.weight 1000 9
h) oversize (over sieve 0.25 mm): 83.38 9 = 8.34 % from prim. weight 1000 9

total: 100.00 %

B. Reciprocal percentage of the individual 6 size fractions (used for the heavy minerals separations): their total weight is
390.60 9 = 100 %. .

a) fr.0.04 -0.05 mm: 106.10 9 = 27.16 % . from prim. 390.60 9
b) fr.0.05 - 0.063 mm: 7.31 9 = 1.87 % from prim. 390.60 9
c) fr.0.063-0.10 mm: 142.87 9 = 36.58 % from prim. 390.60 9
d) fr.0.10 -0.16 mm: 45.59 9 = 11.67 % from prim. 390.60 g
e) fro0.16 - 0.20 mm: 47.71 9 = 12.21 % from prim.390.60 g
f) fr.0 .20 -0.25 mm: 41.02 9 = 10.50 % from prim. 390.60 9

total: 99.99 %
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C. Percentages of theunseparated heavy minerals (recovery factor) from 29 made-up grounds of the unsieved fractions.
a) fr.0.04 -0.05 mm: unseparated 0.0260 9 = 1.30 % from 29 made-up 9
b) fr.0.05 -0.063 mm: unseparated 0.0373 9 = 1.87 % from 29 made-up 9
c) fr.0.063-0.10 mm: unseparated 0.0396 9 = 1.98 % from 29 made-up 9
d) fr.0.10 -0.16 mm: unseparated 0.0487 9 = 2.43 % from 29 made-up 9
e) fro 0.16 -0.20 mm: unseparated 0.0271 9 = 1.36 % from 29 made-up 9
f) fr.0.20 -0.25 mm: unseparated 0.0215 9 = 1.07 % from 29 made-up 9

total: 0.2002 9 0 rec. fact. 1.67 %

from total weight of 6 separ
from total weight of 6 separ
from total weight of 6 separ
from total weight of 6 separ
from total weight of 6 separ
from total weight of 6 separ

0.0260 9 = 12.99 %
0.0373 9 = 18.63 %
0.0396 9 = 19.78 %
0.0487 9 = 24.33 %
0.0271 9 = 13.54 %
0.0215 9 = 10.74 %

D. Reciprocal percentage of6 individual separations of the heavy minerals (the total weight ofall6separations of heavy miner.
0.2002 9 = 100 %).

a) fro 0.04 -0.05 mm:
b) fr.0.05 -0.063 mm:
c) fro 0.063-0.10 mm:
d) fro 0.10 -0.16 mm:
e) fr.0.16 -0.20 mm:
f) fro 0.20 - 0.25 mm:

total: 100.01 %

The average percentages of the size fractions:

A. From the individual localities:

1. Locality - Napajedla (the desolated large brickworks)

a) fro 0.04-0.05 mm:
sm. No.1: 13.81 %
sm. No.2: 21.81 %
sm. No.3: 18.08 %
sm. No.4: 17.73 %
sm. No.5: 16.69 %

b) fro0.05-0.063 mm:
sm. NO.1: 11.41 %
sm. No.2: 12.56 %
sm. No.3: 7.64 %
sm. No.4: 7.31 %
sm. No.5: 8.49 %

total: 88.12 %: 5= 17.62 %

c) fro 0.063-0.10 mm:
sm. No.1: 12.17 %
sm. No.2: 6.94 %
sm. No.3: 7.15 %
sm. No.4: 5.67 %
sm. No.5: 6.31 %

total : 47.41 %: 5= 9.48 %

d) fro 0.10-0.16 mm:
sm. No.1: 1.29 %
sm. No.2: 0.70 %
sm. No.3: 1.43 %
sm. No.4: 1.06 %
sm. No.5: 0.84 %

total: 38.24 % : 5= 7.65 %

e) fro 0.16-0.20 mm:
sm. No.1: 0.21 %
sm. NO.2 : 0.12 %
sm. No.3: 0.08 %
sm. No.4: 0.21 %
sm. No.5: 0.13 %

total: 5.32 % : 5= 1.06 %

f) fro 0.20-0.25 mm:
sm. No.1: 0.10 %
sm. No.2: 0.04 %
sm. No.3: 0.03 %
sm. No.4: 0.08 %
sm. No.5: 0.08 %

total: 0.75 %: 5= 0.15 % total: 0.33 %: 5= 0.07 %

2. Locality - Napajedla (the past private brickworks):

a) fro 0.04-0.05 mm:
sm. No.1: 15.95 %
sm. No.2: 16.15 %
sm. No.3: 11.30 %

b] fro 0.05-0.063 mm:
sm. No.1: 9.05 %
sm. No.2: 10.02 %
sm. No.3: 6.04 %

total: 43.40 % : 3= 14.47 %

c) fro 0.063-0.10 mm:
sm. No.1: 7.34 %
sm. No.2: 9.83 %
sm. No.3: 4.98 %

total: 25.11 %: 3= 8.37 %

d) fro 0.10-0.16 mm:
sm. No.1: 1.89 %
sm. No.2: 2.90 %
sm. No.3: 0.93 %

total: 22.15 %: 3= 7,38 % total: 5.72 % : 3= 1.91 %
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e) fro 0.16-0.20 mm:
sm. No.1: 0.82 %
sm. No. 2: 1.46 %
sm. NO.3: 0.40 %

total: 2.68 % : 3 = 0.89 %

3. Locality - Napajedla (the exposure at thepast facilities of UFC):

a) fro 0.04-0.05 mm:
sm. NO. 1: 16.52 %
sm. No.2: 15.76 %
sm. No.3: 11.32 %

total: 43.60 %: 3 = 14.53 %

c) fro0.063-0.10 mm:
sm. No.1: 8.77 %
sm. No.2: 7.11 %
sm. No.3: 4.36 %

tota l: 20.24 % : 3 = 6.75 %

e) fro 0.16-0.20 mm:
sm. No.1: 1.00 %
sm. No.2 : 0.64 %
sm.No.3 : 0.24 %

total: 1.88 %: 3 = 0.63 %

4. Locality - Napajedla (the field waycut):

a) fro 0.04-0.05 mm:
sm. No. 1: 9.75 %
sm. NO.2: 10.29 %
sm. NO.3: 10.61 %

total: 30.65 %: 3 = 10.22 %

c) fro0.063-0.10 mm:
sm. No. 1: 13.29 %
sm. No. 2: 13.18 %
sm. No.3 : 14.29 %

total: 40.76 % : 3 = 13.59 %

e) fr, 0.16-0.20 mm:
sm. No.1 : 4.28 %
sm. No. 2: 4.11 %
sm. No. 3: 4.77 %

total: 13.16%: 3 = 4.39 %

B. The average of all 14samples of 4 localities:

a) fro 0.04-0.05 mm:
total sum %: 205.77 % : 14= 14.70 %

b) fro 0.05-0 .063 mm:
tota l sum %: 98.54% : 14= 7.04 %

c) fro 0.063-0.10mm:
total sum%: 121.39 % : 14= 8.67 %

d) fro0.10-0 .16 mm:
total sum %: 28.41 % : 14 = 2.03 %

e) fro 0.16-0.20 mm:
tota l sum %: 18.47 % : 14= 1.32 %

f) fro0.20-0.25 mm:
total sum %: 16.79 % : 14 = 1.20 %

f) fro0.20-0.25 mm:
sm. No.1: 0.85 %
sm. No. 2: 1.06 %
sm. No.3: 0.38 %

total: 2.29 % : 3= 0.76 %

b) fro 0.05-0.063mm:
sm. No. 1: 9.44%
sm. No.2: 8.19 %
sm. No.3 : 6.41 %
tota l: 24.04 %: 3 = 8.01 %

d) fro0.10-0.16mm:
sm. No. 1: 2.21 %
sm. No. 2: 1.40 %
sm. NO. 3: 0.84 %

total: 4.45 % : 3 = 1.48%

f) fro 0.20-0.25 mm:
sm. No.1: 0.93 %
sm.NO. 2: 0.65 %
sm.No.3: 0.20 %

total: 1.78 % : 3= 0.59 %

b) fro0.05-0.063mm:
sm. No.1: 0.69 %
sm. No.2: 0.56 %
sm. No.3: 0.73 %

total: 1.98 % : 3= 0.66 %

d) fro0.10-0.16 mm:
sm. No.1: 4.27 %
sm. NO.2: 4.09 %
sm. No.3 : 4.56 %

total: 12.92 % : 3 = 4.31 %

f) fro 0.20-0.25mm:
sm. No.1 : 4.06 %
sm. No.2: 4.23 %
sm. No.3: 4.1 0 %

total: 12.39 % : 3 = 4.13%
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The average going to one fractions (the individual fractions averages sums): 14.70 %+7.04 %+8.67 %+2.03 %+1.32 %+
+1.20 %= the total sum of allthefractions 34.96 %: 6= 5.84 %.

The heavy minerals average percentages (recovery factor) from theindividual fractions and localities:

1. Locality - Napajedla (the desolated large brickworks byth~ road to Halenkovice).

a) fro0.04-0.05mm:
total sum %: 3.20 % : 5= 0.64 %

b) fr. 0.05-0.063 mm:
total sum %: 3.85 %: 5= 0.77 %

c) fro 0.063-0.10 mm:
total sum %: 4.46 % : 5= 0.89 %

d) fro 0.10-0.16mm:
total sum %: 3.33 %: 5= 0.67 %

e) fr. 0.16-0.20 mm:
total sum % : 3.74 %: 5= 0.75 %

f) fro 0.20-0.25 mm:
total sum % : 1.75 % : 5= 0.35 %

The all fractions averages from all5samples: s % i. e. 20.33 %: 30 = 0.68 %(= 0 to 1fraction).
Note: the sums of theindividual averages of the percentages representation are marked bythe letter "s'.

2. Locality - Napajedla (the past private brickworks).

a) fro 0.04-0.05 min:
total sum %: 4.17 % : 3- 1.39 %

b) fro 0.05-0.063 mm:
total sum %: 4.00 % : 3-1.33 %

c) fro 0.063-0.10 mm:
total sum %: 4.13 % : 3- 1.38 %

d) fro0.10-0.16 mm:
total sum %: 5.03 % : 3- 1.68 %

e) fro 0.16-0.20 mm:
total sum %: 5.47 % : 3-1 .82 %

f) fro 0.20-0.25 mm:
total sum % : 3.40 % : 3-1.13 %

The allfractions average from all3samples: s %i. e.26.20 % : 18- 1.46 %(- 0 to one fraction).

3. Locality - Napajedla (in thepast facilities of UFC).

a) fro 0.04-0.05 mm:
total sum % : 5.09 % : 3- 1.70 %

b) fro 0.05-0.063 mm:
total sum % : 4.62 % : 3-1.54 %

c) fro0.063-0.10 mm:
total sum %: 4.15 % : 3- 1.38 %

d) fro 0.10-0.16 mm:
total sum %: 4.05 % : 3- 1.35 %

e) fro 0.16-0.20 mm:
total sum % : 4.57 % : 3- 1.52 %

f) fro0.20-0.25 mm:
total sum %: 3.51 % : 3-1.17 %

The allfractions average from all3samples: s % : 25.99 % i. e. theaverage to 1fro 1.44 %.
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4. Locality - Napajedla (the field way cut).

a) fro0.04-0 .05 mm:
total sum%: 2.79 %: 3 = 0.93 %

b) fro 0.05-0.063 mm:
total sum%: 5.45 %: 3 = 1.82 %

c) fro 0.063-0.10mm:
total sum%: 5.13 %: 3 = 1.71 %

d) fro 0.10-0.16 mm:
total sum%: 6.00 %: 3 = 2.00 %

e) fro 0.16-0.20 mm:
total sum%: 4.64 %: 3 = 1.55 %

ij fro 0.20-0.25 mm:
total sum% : 2.18 %: 3 = 0.73 %

The all fractions average from all 3 samples: s %: 26.19 % i. e. the average to 1 fro1.46 %.

The whole averages of the heavy minerals percentages (recovery factor) from all 14samples of the individual fractions.

a) fro 0.04-0.05 mm:
s 3.20 %+s 4.17 %+s 5.09 %+s 2.79 %= total
s 15.25 % : 14= 1.09 %

b) fro 0.05-0.063mm:
s 3.85 %+s 4.00 %+s 4.62 %+s 5.45 %= total
s 17.92 % : 14= 1.28 %

c) fr.O.063-0.10 min:
s 4.46 %+s 4.13 %+s 4.15 %+s 5.13 %= total
s 17.87%: 14= 1.27 %

d) fro0.10-0.16mm:
s 3.33 %+s 5.03 %+s 4.05 %+s 6.00 %= total
s 18.41 % : 14= 1.32 %

e) fro 0.16-0.20 mm:
s 3.74 %+s 5.47 %+s 4.57 %+s 4.64 %= total
s 18.42 %: 14= 1.32 %

f) fro 0.20-0.25 mm:
s 1.75 %+s 3.40 %+s 3.51 %+s 2.18%= total
s 10.84 %: 14= 0.77 %

The total heavy minerals average (recovery factor) of all 14samples from all 6 fractions (about 84fractions):

fr.: 0.04 -0.05 mm:
fr.: 0.05 -0.063 mm:
fr.: 0.063-0.10 mm:
fr.: 0.10 -0.16 mm:
fr.: 0.16 -0.20 mm:
fr.: 0.20 -0.25 mm:

totals % :

s 15.25 %
s 17.92 %
s 17.87 %
518.41 %
518.42 %
510.84 %

98.71 %: 84- 1.18 %
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Conclusions of the sieve analyses results :

1) Within allprocessed 14loess samples the largest share always goes to the elutriated size fractions
with the grain size under 0.04 mm which are formed by both powder and clayish fractions and
morover even smaller shares of thesocalled undersize ones (= the remains after the unsieving into
the 6 basic fractions) must be added to them. These 2shares of thesize fractions thatcome to waste
ranged from 51.45 to 75.76 %. The finding out of the accurate share of the actual powder fractions
(from 0.01-0.04 mm) inthiswaste would demand the use ofafurther setof stillfinersieves than the
so far used sieves with the mesh diameter 0.04 mm are but such ones are not commonly at the
disposal (not even in the Geological Central Institution).

2) Inaccordance with the data about loess and loess loems of Czechoslovakia contained in the work
of J. Pelisek (1972) was thefinding outthatthe finest examined size fractions namely 0.04-0.05 mm
are mostly represented in the loess samples. The values of this size fraction percentage representa-

. tion(as an average ofallsamples) are withthe localityNo.1:17.62 %, withthe locality No.2: 14.47 %
and withthe locality No.3it is14.53 %. Only withthelocality No.4thisaverage from3samples iswith
the fraction 0.04-0.05 mm only 10.22 % butwith the fraction 0.063-0.10mm reaches the higher
value i. e. 13.59 %. There is not typical loess with the locality No.4 and it caused thisatypic rate of
the percentage representation (and thus weiqhtl, (see part: Landscape Survey Results) .

3) The values of the average percentage representation of individual 6 examined size fractions are
drawn into4 graphs for 4 loess localities. In the graph No. 1 the average values from all 5 samples
of the locality No.1 are marked (the loam pitof the past brickworks bythe road to Halenkovice). The
graph No.2 contains the average values from all3 samples of the locality No.2 (the loam pit of the
past private brickworks), the graph No.3 has the average values from 3 samples of the locality No.
3 (the exposure at the past facilities of UFC) and the graph No.4 contains the average values from
3 samples of the locality No.4 (the field way cut). The regular falls curves of the percentage re
presentation from the finest fraction 0.04-0.05 mmto the coarsest 0.20-0.25 mmare very much
alike on the graphs No. 1-3and thus entirelyaccords withalready above mentioned conclusions of
J. Pelisek (1972) where theauthor writes thatloess is formed on theaverage by30-60 %parts with
the size 0.01-0.05 mm but 5-15 % of siltysands (fr. 0.05-0 .1 mm) is contained in our loess and
as for the sand there is only 1-3 % in the average.

The value curve inthegraph No.4 shows fairly different development compared to thecurves in
the graphs No. 1-3. From thevalue 10.22 % in the fraction 0.04-0.05 there is an extreme fall to the
va lue 0.66 % in the fraction 0.05-0.063rnrn and then on the contrary an extreme rise to the max.
va lue 13.59 %inthefraction 0.063-0: 10mm.Only then the fall of the value 4.31 %inthe fraction 0.10
-0.16 mm starts and in the next 2 fractions (0.16-0.20 mm and 0.20-0.25 mm) the value of the
percentage representation keeps slightly over 4 %. The entire reliability of such adevelopment ofsize
fractions percentage representation as it is inthe graph No.4from the4th locality could belikely verify
only by an examination of larger number of the samples from that place.

4) From the average values of the size fractions percentage representation of all 11 samples of the
localities No. 1-3 the graph No.5 was drawn upwhich with its regular fall of the value curve from
15.92 % (the fro 0.20-0.25 mm) resembles most to the ideal course of thegrain-size curve of the 6
examined fractions ofallthese 3 localities. Such an average curve valid for the mentioned 3 localities
can be drawn because there is the same type of loess evidently also of the same age.

Conclusions from Heavy Minerals Separations Results :
1) As for the average values of the gained heavy minerals (recovery factor) from the individual
fractions and localities - in 1th locality the average was: 0.64 % in the fro 0.04-0.05 rnrn, 0.77 % in
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Fig. 19 = Graph No. 1-6
Fraction: 1 - 0.04 -0.05 mm

2 - 0.05 -0.063 mm
3 - 0.063-0.10 mm

4 - 0.10-0.16 mm
5 - 0.16-0.20 mm
6 - 0.20-0.25 mm

the fro 0.05-0.063 mm, 0.89 % in the fr. 0.063-0.10 mm, 0.67 %in thefro 0.10-0.16 mm, 0.75 %in
the fr. 0.16-0.20 mm, 0.35 % in the fro 0.20-0.25 mm. The total recovery factor average of all 1th

locality reached 0.68 %which is at the same time the lowest value from all4 localities.

In 2nd locality the recovery factor averages were: 1.39 % (fr. 0.04-0.05 mm), 1.33 % (fr. 0.05
0.063 mm), 1.38 % (fr. 0.063-0.10 mm), 1.68 % (fr. 0.10-0.16 mm), 1.82 %(fr. 0.16-0.20 mm), and
1.13 % in the coarsest fro 0.20-0.25 mm. Compared to 1st locality there is an important rise of
recovery factor. The total heavy minerals recovery factor average for all fractions of this locality is
1.46 %which is at the same time the highest average value for one locality.

In 3rd locality the recovera factor averages were: 1.70 % (fr. 0.04-0.05 mm), 1.54 % (fr. 0.05
0.063 mm), 1.38 %(fr. 0.063-0.10 mm), 1.35 %(fr. 0.10-0.16 mm), 1.52 %(fr. 0.16-0.20 mm), and
1.17 % in the fro 0.20-0.25 mm. The total recovery factor average for all fractions of the3 samples
of this locality is 1.44 %.

In 4th locality the recovery factor averages were: 0.93 % (fr. 0.04-0.05 mm), 1.82 % (fr. 0.05
0.063 mm), 1.71 % (fr. 0.063-0.10 mm), 2.00 % (fr. 0.10-0.16 mm), 1.55 %(fr. 0.16-0.20 mm) and
0.73 %in the fr. 0.20-0.25 mm. The total recovery factor average ofallfractions and samples of this
locality reached the value 1.46 % i. e. max. height as in 2nd locality.

2) From all14 samples of thelocalities the total average values of heavy minerals percentage shares
(recovery factor) for the individual 6 size fractions were counted and from these average values the
graph No.6 was drawn up. The course of its curve shows thatthe max. recovery factor average is
in the fraction 0.10-0.16 mmand 0.16-0.20 mm- in both fractions this average is 1.32 %. Even
the max. weights of heavy minerals in both mentioned fractions i. e. 0.0405 g = 2.03 %, 0.0487 g =

= 2.43 %and from1 9 made-up ground gained theheavy minerals weight 0.0243 g = 2.43 %accord
with this geigh average. In the fr. 0.05-0.063 mmto 0.16-0.20 mm there are onlysmall recovery
factor differences (1.28-1.32 %) but in the finest fraction 0.04-0.05 mm the recovery factor is
suprisingly only 1.09 %. This factcan be explained onlyin adifficult way because with2 localities the
recovery factor averages were quite high (1.39 %with the locality No.2and 1.70 %with the locality
No.3) butonthe contrary with the othes 2 localities (0.64 %with the locality No. 1 and 0.94 %with
the locality No.4) the recovery factors were very low. The lowest heavy minerals recovery factor
value is nevertheless from the coarsest fraction 0.20-0.25 mm namely 0.77 %which at the same
timeaccords with thesieve analyses results about the lowest percentage representation of thesize
fraction.
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3) The total recovery factor average (from the all analysed 84 fractions) 1.18 % is relatively rather
high provided this results is compared with the values mentioned e. g. in the report on the research
of theloess and loess clays heavy minerals of thewellV013 in Slapanice and the wellV4 inTvarofna
near Brno in 1969. This partial report was the part of the Final Report of the brickmake materials
research Slapanice (Report No. 52800845 - in the Geofond Prague Reviews Archives) . The author
of thisreport on theheavy minerals research fromtheboth wells - J. Krist carried outtheresearch
in a similar way as the research of loess in Napajedla surroundings were carried. During heavy
minerals research for the partial report from this brickmake material research the procedure when
wipping the deposited heavy minerals layers off the funnels' sides of the separation columns (see
part: Loess Samples Laboratory Processing) was not kept which then might rather lower the total
heavy minerals recovery factors. The heavy minerals separations from the mentioned report in 1969
were carried outbythe laboratory workers of GP Srno using themethod commonly used atthattime.

QUALITATIVE AND QUANTITATIVE MICROSCOPICAL EVALUATION
OF HEAVY MINERALS ASSOCIATION

Final results of microscopical qualitative and quantitative evaluation of heavy minerals association
of all6 chosen size fractions of all 14processed loess samples of 4 localities of Napajedla surround
ings are summed up intothe tables No. 1-5.

In a polarising microscope Meopta the heavy minerals were evaluated qualitatively and quan
titatively by means of accessible optical methods - mainly by using Petrographical tables by A.
DUDEK, F. FEDIUK and M. PALlVCovA from theyear 1962 and also by perforating definite tables of
heavy minerals which are enclosed in the book Heavy Minerals by R. ROST (1956).

The heavy minerals were mainly specified in constantly fixed microscopical powder preparations
embedded in Canada balsam and in some cases (see part: Loess Samples Laboratory Processing)
were also specified only as loose littlegrains in littledropof imersion liquid (bromoform was used).

From every fraction 300-500 grains in all (the whole number of grains 100 %) were qualitatively
and quantitatively evaluated except several cases in which there was notsufficient number of little
grains - there was evaluated even from 200-300 littlegrains there. The limitof 200 littlegrains for
1spectrum analysis of the heavy minerals is in general used for example in GCI butaccording to my
experience the results of percentuel analyses of the heavy minerals from the number of 300-500
grains are more reliable. In spite of that in 3 cases it was not possible to carry out the quantitative
qualitative evaluation even from 200 grains (it always concerns the fraction 0.20-0.25 mm) and
that's whyonlythecalculation oforientation of percentage - in thetables No.1 and 2these valuese
are mentioned in brackets. Insome further cases it was possible to attain for thequantity more than
300 grains - both a partof the appurtenant fraction was evaluated in the constantly fixed powder
preparation and further grains of this fraction could be evaluated in already mentioned imersion
liquid (because with the majority of fractions there are still quite large reserves of quantity of the
heavy minerals in paper storage bins put aside).

From the transparent heavy minerals following minerals (orgroups of minerals) were evaluted :
grenats, zircon, apatite, delphinite group, a +pzoisite, monoclinic (including rhombic) amphiboles,
monoclinic pyroxenes, diopside - hedenbergite (isomorphous range), tourmaline, edisonite, kyan
ite, sillimanite, titanite, tremolite, staurolite, andalusite, dumortierite, actinolite, topaz, anatose, ?spi
nels, strongly tarnished minerals, metalliferous and the other opaque minerals. Among the heavy
minerals there were except these from time to time also biotite, muscovite and chlorites butthere are
minerals occurring both in light and heavy fractions (specific weight fluctuates from 2.7 to 3.1
eventually to 3.6) that's whyit was more suitable notto comprehend these minerals to the tables and
to add by their number to evaluation analyses of other heavy minerals of relevant size fraction.
Similarly calcite which occures rarely in associations of the heavy minerals (probably owing to the
ingredients of higher density) was notinclude intothetables (when pure itsspecific weight is2.714).
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A protozon carapace from foraminifer in the powder thin section of the fraction 0.10-0.16 mm
fromthe sample No. 1 from theloampit of theformer private brickworks in Napajedla (locality No.2)
was found. Primarily the carapace chambers were likelvetuffed with pyrite which changed into iron
hydroxide and thus weighted thecarapace down sothat it could getintoheavy fraction. It isevidently
exeptional example of the occurrence of such an orqanic carapace among the heavy minerals.
According to the preliminary opinion of Dr. Sf. Svoboda (from Natural Historical Department of
Re.gion.~1 Mu~~u~ of south-eastern ~oravia i~ Gottwaldov-Lesns) froQ:l~25. 3. 1983 it is probably
Spiroplectamina genus from Textularidae family. .

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE EXAMINED HEAVV MINERALS

1) Grenats belong to low soluble relic minerals of mother rocks. They mostly occur as irregular
angular fragments up to isometric forms (very rarely with a trace of crystal planes) which are
transparent of slightly rosy coloured and optically they are isotropic. From the fraction 0.20
0.25 mm fromthesample No.2 of 4th locality 2grenats were chosen outof the loose grains and the
analysis was carried out by the electron microprobe analyzer method (see part: Results of Special
Analyses of the Heavy Minerals fromOther Institutions) which documented thatone grain is formed
mostly byalmandine component and in theother grain there is mostly pyrope component. Grenats'
percentage representation intheexamined spectrum oftheheavy minerals of theindividual fractions
ranged from 0.78 %to 20.46 % (except one fraction in which there was found noteven one grenat
grain but it was one of the 3 fractions containing only less than 200 grains and that's whythe other
heavy minerals from this fraction are mentioned in the table onlyfor orientation - in bracket) . The
total average of grenats group percentage representation from all 84fractions is 8.59 %.

2) Zircon is formed by both long and short column forms but also by irregular ones (including the
fragments of various shapes and the variously made round grains forming originally crystal co
lumns). Some zircon grains are nearly perfectly round - from the time of sand grinding. In some
crystal columns and theirfragments you can distinguish various darker enclosures as well as little
chaps otherwise zircon grains are mostly pure and are of high relief. Zircon column forms have the
parallel extinction with the direction of theelongation, the zone character is positive. The percentage
representation in the examined 6 fractions of every sample ranged from 0.25-9.14 % but in many
fractions noteven one grain was founded. The total average of zircon percentage representation in
all 84 fractions is 1.48 %.

3) Apatite occurs most often in short column forms which are pure or a little whitish tarnished.
Apatite grains have verylowcolours of interfraction (mostly greyish to nearly black), have the parallel
extinction and thezone character is negative. Many times there are various littleblack enclosures in
the apatite grains. Itsgrains occur in theexamined fractions onlyrarely, it was determinated only in
halfof them (in 42 fractions) where its percentage representation ranged from 0.14-1.69 %. The
total average in all 84 fractions reached only 0.29 %.

4) Indelphinite group except a +fi zoisite theindividual types of minerals as delphinite, clinozoisite,
piemontite eventually orthite could not be separated because other special methods of the deter
mination already going beyond theframe of this research would have to be used. Nevertheless it is
quite probable that the most frequent mineral of thisgroup is thatof delphinite, its extinction angle
isusually to - 5°. The delphinite group minerals were yellowish-greenish and onlyslightly yellowish
to nearly pure, theyoften have irregular forms (they also used to bemore elongated) and anomally

. various colours of interfraction, they extinct irregulary in one grain, often occur there. The various
dark enclosures and little chaps occur somewhere in theirgrains. This group minerals were in most
size fractions relatively fairly represented namely from 0.88 to 18.13 % (again except one fraction in
which this group grains were not found out but it is the fraction with the unsufficient number of
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grains, under 200 i. e. only with the heavy minerals percentage values of orientation). The total
average of the grain percentage representation of the delphinite group fromall84examined fractions
is 10.44 %.

5) Zoisite (a and fi- without differentiation) from the delphinite group was evaluated separately. It
forms mainly shortcolumn and band forms which are mostly nearly pure (provided they have notany
inner enclosures), have the parallel extinction and the zone character is both negative (in a type) or
positive (in fi type). In most partof the examined fractions zoisite grains occur though, butonly in
small number - from 0.23 to 5.08 %. The total percentage representation of zoisite in all 84fractions
reaches only 1.07 %.

6) Amphiboles group (except tremolite and actinolite) contains both monoclinic and rhombic am
phiboles, great numbers of them exist, it is most likely thatcommon amphibole is the most often
among them, it has the inclined extinction with the extinction angle to 28°. This group minerals are
from the column but also various irregular (apparently they are mainly fragments of the former
columns) grains, which are pleochroical - theircolour changes when revolving the object stage of
the polarising microscope from the light greenish or yellow-greenish to dark greenish and blue
greenish colour. The smaller partof amphiboles has pleochroical colours yellow-brownish (toyellow
ish) which change when revolving to brownish and brown-greenish. The amphibol group is also
besides the metallic minerals and the other opaque minerals themost frequently presented group of
the heavy minerals inall fractions. The percentage representation of amphiboles ranges from 0.74 to
56.44 %. More than 50 % representation of amphiboles was found outonly in 2 cases (in both it was
the size fraction 0.063-0.10 mm). The total average of amphibole percentage representation from
all 84 fractions reached thevalue of 28.65 %.

7) Monoclinic pyroxenes (except isomorphous range diopside - hedenbergite) were in evaluated
associalions of the heavy minerals observed onlyin 2 cases (0.26 and 0.27 %) sothattheiraverage
percentage representation in all 84fractions isonly0.006 %. Pyroxenes are here greenish fragments
from short column forms which have the inclined extinction with the extinction angle of about 50°.

8) Diopside - hedenbergite isomorphous range is in the examined spectra of the heavy minerals
again represented only veryrarely and jhat onlyin 6 individual fractions (3X it was thefraction 0.04
to 0.05, 2X thefraction 0.05-0.063 l1i'm and once it was presented in the fraction 0.20-0.25 mm).
The percentage representation of the minerals of this isomorphous range ranged only from 0.22 %
to 0.42 % and the total percentage representation from all 84 fractions reached only the values of
0.02 %. The grains ofthisrange are greenish and nearly colourless, of short coloumn form, they have
the inclined extinction with the extinction angle of about 40°.

9) Tourmaline occurs in theform of conspicuously pleochroical column grains - itscolour changes
when revolving theobject stage of microscope from the nearly pure to dark yellow-brownish eventu
ally from olive green and yellow-green to dark brown to black-brown shades. Its grains have the
parallel extinction and thezone character isnegative. Insmaller partof theexamined fractions it does
not occur at all and its values of percentage representation range from 0.14 to 2.96 %. The total
average of the percentage representation from all84 fractions reached 0.83 %.

10) Edisonite makes mainly elongated oval (sometimes even long column) forms which are of
outstanding red-brownish and brown-yellowish colour with high outjutting relief, they have the
parallel extinction and are of the positive zone character. Occasionally you can see even typical knee
compound crystals. It isquite absent insome size fractions and itspercentage representation ranges
from 0.12 to 5.08 %. The total average percentage representation from all 84 fractions is 1.03 %.

11) Kyanite (disthene) occurs still more rarely than edisonite. It makes mostly colourless (pure)
slab-like and band-like forms or their fragments, they have the inclined extinction with the extinction
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angle from - 300 to 7 and they are of the negative zone character. On these forms you can often see
perpendicular divisional planes (tothe direction ofelongation) and littlecracks - they partly look like
several little boxes mutually put in to each other. The percentage representation of disthene ranges
from 0.12 to 1.47 % and the total average percentage representation from all 84 fractions reaches
only 0.17 %.

12) Sillimanite is already very rare mineral in the examined associations of the heavy minerals. It
usually forms slightly fibrous and slightly tarnished (greyish) aggregates which used to have even
varied (gay) interference colours. Sillimanite has the parallel extinction with the direction of the
elongation of fibrous forms and the zone character is positive. Itspercentage representation ranged
from 0.13 to 0.60 % and its total average percentage representation is only 0.04 %.

13) Titanite is already more often present mineral among the examined fractions of the heavy
minerals. It is usually colourless to slightly yellowish and many times even tarnished to whitish
(Ieukoxen variety). Its grains have mostly isometric form and high relief, they have the inclined
extinction with the extinction angle about 500

• It is seldom absent in the examined fractions and its
percentage representation ranges from 0.23 to 10.66 %. Its highest volumes are in both finest
fractions (0.04 to 0.05 mm and 0.05-0.063 mm). The total percentage representation from all 84
fractions is 1.73 %.

14) Tremolite (as well as actinolite) was separately analysed but in the examined fractions occured
only in the number a bit larger than a half of all fractions. It makes long basalt-like to spicular and
mostly colourless (pure) forms which have the inclined extinction withthe extinction angle about 200

and the zone character is positive. The percentage representation in the present fractions ranged
from 0.25 to 2.51 %. The total average percentage representation from all84 fractions was 0.38 %.

15) Staurolite occured as well only abitmore than inhalfof fractions. Itmakes short basalt-like forms
but often even variously confined fragments from the formly more elongated forms and its grains
have conspicuous pleochroismus from lightyellowish (near colourless) changing to orange yellowish
when revolving theobject stage. With basalt-like staurolite forms you can see the parallel extinction
and the zone character is positive. The staurolite volumes usually rose passing from finer to more
course grained fractions. Itspercentage representation ranged from0.24 to3.93 %. The total average
volume found out by the reckoning from all84 fractions is 0.57 %. .

16) Andalusite already belongs to rather precious minerals in allexamined associations of theheavy
minerals, it was noticed only in 8 separate fractions and its percentage volumes ranged only from
0.25 to 0.33 %. It makes grains of prismatic forms which base slighter pleochroismus - when
revolving onthe object stage they change from pure to pinkish. The grains have theparallel extinction
with the direction of elongation and the zone character is negative. The total average volume of
andalusite in all 84 fractions was only0.03 %.

17) Dumortierite was noticed only in 5 separate fractions from theirwhole number. This mineral
forms pleochroical basalt-like grains. When revolving on the microscopic stage its colour changes
from light blueish to deep darkblue (nearly black), the brains have the parallel extinction with the
direction of elongation and the zone character is negative. Itsvolume ranged in the 5fractions from
0.26 to 0.45 %and its total average converted to all 84fractions was only 0.02 %.

18) Actinolite (forms isomorphous range with tremolite) was present only in less than one half of all
examined fractions and that in the volumes from 0.21 to 1.69 %. It forms long basalt-like nearly
spicular forms which are usually light greenish or yellowish-greenish, with the inclined extinction
with theextinction angle about 150 and thezone character is positive. The total average percentage
volume of all84fractions was 0.24 %.

19) Topaz also belongs to only rarely present heavy minerals, it was noticed only in 5 separate
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fractions where its percentage representation ranged from0.25 to 0.37 %. It makes basalt-like forms
ofslightly yellowish colour onwhich you can sometimes see cleavable littlecracks oriented vertically
to the direction of the grain elongation. Its grains have the parallel extinction with the direction of
elongation and the zone character is positive.

20) Anatose is the rarest of all examined heavy minerals, it was noticed only in 1 size fraction (O.04
to 0.05 mmfromthesample No.4 of 1st locality) where it forms 2 grains of rhombic cross section of
brown yellowish colour which had high relief. Its percentage volume was 0.53 % and the total
average percentage volume converted to all 84fractions was only0.006 %.

21) To the group of tarnished heavy minerals variously innerly tarnished and soiled anisotropic
minerals were ranged which cannot be specified on the basis of the main optical characteristics
needed for the differentiation of the individual types or groups of minerals. The percentage re
presentation of thisgroup ranged in the examined size fractions from 0.88 to 16.28 %while over than
10 %thisgroup was represented only in1case and thatwas onlytheoriental value from the fractions
where the number of grains was lower than 200 demanded. The total average of percentage re
presentation of this group among all 84 fractions was 4.27 %.

22) As ? spinels various mostly round light and yellowish greenish isotropic grains were ranged,
which may possibly belong to pleonaste or hercynite buteven grenat (uvarovite) may not be elimi
nated. Entirely reliable specification of this group could be realized probably after carrying out the
multiple measuring of these grains using the electron microprobe analyzer method. The percentaqe
representation of thisgroup ranged in all examined size fractions from 0.23 to 10.67 %and the total
average from 84 fractions was 1.96 %.

23) All metalliferous minerals (they are mainly magnetie, titanomagnetite, titanic iron ore, hematite
and limonite) and then other in a difficult wayspecified opague minerals (even mineral grains with
the accumulation of graphite substantive etc. may also belong here) are included in the group of
metalliferous and the other opaque minerals. The mineral specification of these rather numerous
group would demand further special research which however was notthe purpose of thisdescribed
research (oriented justto transparent heavy minerals) . The percentage representation of thisgroup
in all84examined fractions ranged from 13.66 to 93.39 %while thetotal average of these fractions
reached 38.14 %.
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~ Table No. 1 - Locality No.1 (the past brickworks loam jet by the road to Halenkovice)
ex> Sample No. 1

Fract ions: a - 0.04-0.05 mm; b - 0.05-0.063 mm ; c - 0.063-0.10 mm; d = 0.10-0.16 mm; e - 0.16-0.20 mm ; f - 0.20 to
0.25 mm . Numerical values in the tables mean % representation of the individual minerals.
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Table No.2 - Locality No. 1 (the past brickworks loam jet by the road to Halenkovice)
Sample No.4

Fractions: a = 0.04-0.05 mm; b - 0.05-0.063 mm ; c = 0.063-0.10 mm; d = 0.10-0.16 mm; e ~ 0.16-0.20 mm; f = 0.20 to
0.25 mm. Numerical values in the tables mean % representation of the individual minerals.
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~ Table No. 3 - Locality No.2 (the desolated private brickworks)
o . Sample No.2

Fractions : a = 0.04-0.05 mm ; b - 0.05-0.063 mm; c = 0.063-0.10 mm; d ~ 0.10-0.16 mm; e - 0.16-0.20 mm ; f = 0.20 to
0.25 mm . Numerical values in the tables mean % representation of the individual minerals.
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Table No.4 - Locality No.3 (the wall loess exposure near the past UFC propertly)
Sample No.2

Fractions : a = 0.04-0.05 mm; b = 0.05-0.063 mm; c = 0.063-0.10 mm ; d ~ 0.10-0.16 mm; e = 0.16-0.20 mm; f - 0.20 to
0.25 mm . Numerical values in the tables mean % representation of the individual minerals.
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~ Table No. 5 - Locality No.4 (the field way cut)
N Sample No.2

Fractions: a - 0.04-0.05 mm; b - 0.05-0.063 mm; c - 0.063-0.10 mm; d - 0.10-0.16 mm; e - 0.16-0.20 mm; f - 0.20 to
0.25 mm . Numerical values in the tables mean % representation of the individual minerals.
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10.54

8.44

1.13
1.25
1.12

0.25
0.31

24.23
39.55
56.44
35.23
33.58
26.87

1.41 1.41 0.14 -
2.50 2.50 0.25 0.13
1.68 0.90 0.22
0.38 0.25 0.25 -
0.74 - -
0.31

3.38 0.56
1.75 0.25
0.67 1.12
1.01
0.49 0.49
0.94

0.45
1.52
1.72
3.12 0.31

1.69
1.50
0.67 -
1.01
0.25 0.25
0.63

5.35
3.50
2.69
3.55
5.15
7.19

1.13
1.00
2.02
0.25
0.25
0.31

34.08
22.53
13.66
31.43
37.25
43.75

100.00
99.99

100.00
99.97

100.03
99.99



CONCLUSIONS OF THE CHANGES OF QUANTITATIVE REPRESENTATION
OF THE HEAVY MINERALS (SELECTED) IN DEPENDANCE ON SIZE FRACTION CHANGES:

The found changes of quantitative representation of the heavy minerals can be compared to
already formely found outsimilarchanges and thatboth at the heavy minerals researches from the
loess of the Trnavska loess Hills (within the framework of thediploma work byJ. Krist at the Faculty
of Natural Science atthe Kornenskv University in 1967) andthen compared to theresultsof the heavy
minerals percentage evaluation from 2wells of GP Ostrava in Brnosurroundings (mentioned in the
partial report on the heavy minera ls research within the framework of the Final Report on Research
of Brick Materials from theyear 1969which is deposited in Prague Geofond) . For mutual comparison
of changes of the heavy minerals percentage representation which quite objectively and directly
depend ontheproper numbersof size fractions these 7 characteristic types and groups of the heavy
minerals were again chosen (like inthe works from 1967 and 1969): grenats, zircon, apatite, delphinite
group, monoclinic amphiboles group, edisonite and metalliferous and the otheropaque minerals. For
the purpose of watching the mentioned changes the average percentage contents from all 14
samples for every individual size fraction were reckoned for each of these chosen heavy minerals. It
is possible to make averages from all 14loess samples because it is loess of the same type and age
(see part: Sieve Analyses Conclusions).

The average percentage values of all 14samples are following:

1) Grenats:
a) fro 0.04 - 0.05 mm: 11.01 %
b) fr.0.05 -0.063 mm: 11.06 %
c) fr.0.063-0.10 mm: 8.41 %
d) fr.0.l0 -0.16 mm: 7.27 %
e) fro 0.16 - 0.20 mm: 7.21 %
f) fro0.20 - 0.25 mm: 6.59 %

2) Zircon :
a) fro 0.04 -0.05 mm: 4.28 %
b) fro 0.05 -0.063 mm: 3.02 %
c) fro0.063-0.10 mm: 1.22 %
d) fro 0.10 -0.16 mm: 0.26 %
e) fro 0.16 -0.20 mm: 0.06 %
f) fr.0.20 -0.25 mm: 0.04 %

3) Apatite:
a) fro 0.04 - 0.05 mm: 0,55 %
b) fr.0.05 -0.063 mm: 0.72 %
c) fro0.063-0.10 mm: 0.27 %
d) fro 0.10 -0.16 mm: 0.17%
e) fro 0.16 -0.20 mm: 0.02 %
f) fr.0.20 - 0.25 mm: apatite was not represented

4) Delphinite group:
a) fro0.04 -0.05 mm: 14.35 %
b) fr.0.05 - 0.063 mm: 11.64 %
c) fro0.063-0.10 mm: 10.31 %
d) fro 0.10 - 0.16 mm: 9.33 %
e) fro 0.16 -0.20 mm: 9.22 %
f) fro 0.20 - 0.25 mm: 7.79 %
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5) Amphiboles group:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

fr.0.04 -0.05 mm:
fr.0.05 -0.063 mm:
fr.0.063-0.10 mm:
fro 0.10 -0.16 mm:
fro 0.16 -0.20 mm:
fr.0.20 -0.25 mm:

18.17 %
29.95 %
39.71 %
35.35 %
28.13 %
20.61 %

6) Edisonite:
a) fr.0.04 -0.05 mm:
b) fr.0.05 -0.063 mm:
c) fro 0.063-0.10 mm:
d) fro 0.10 -0.16 mm:
e) fro 0.16 -0.20 mm:
f) fr.0.20 -0.25 mm:

7) Metal. and the other opaque minerals group:
a) fro 0.04 -0.05 mm:
b) fr.0.05 -0.063 mm:
c) fr.0.063-0.10 mm:
d) fro 0.10 -0.16 mm:
e) fro 0.16 -0.20 mm:
f) fr.0.20 -0.25 mm:

2.75 %
2.20 %
0.76 %
0.23 %
0.13 %
0.11 %

31.93 %
27.17 %
29.26 %
37.36 %
47.51 %
55.63 %

ad 1) Grenats
The results of the changes of the percentage representation from the finest fractions (max. is in the
fraction 0.05-0.063mm: 11.06 %) to the coarsest (min. 6.59 % in the fro 0.20-0.25 mm) show
regular fall of the percentage representation. This tendency of fall is in accordance with similar
tendencies offall found outboth atthe heavy minerals research in1967 and in1969. Smaller deviation
ofthisdevelopment was withthe percentage representation values in2nd well (V4 Tvarozna] from fhe
research in 1969. There isnotany difference in the wayof change of grenats percentage representa
tion regarding the size fraction's size not even there are 3 different loess areas. The difference
between them is rooted only in the fact thatthe grenats percentage shares were at the research in
1967 and 1969 a bit higher on the average but it is connected with the question of likely higher
presentation of grenats in primary areas of their occurrences from where the loess was blown out.

ad 2) Zircon
The average percentage contents of thismineral fall regularly from the finest fraction 0.04-0.05 mm
(with max. 4.38 %) to the coarsest i. e.0.20-0.25 mm (with min. 0.04 %). This falling tendency can
be compared with similar falls of the percentage representation found outby both older heavy
minerals researches. Subtle differentiation is rooted in the factthatzircon percentage contents were
at the researches from 1967 and 1969 a bit higher in the fraction 0.05 to 0.063 mmcompared to the
fraction 0.04-0.05 mm. Otherwise the zircon average percentage contents from the researches 1967
and 1969 are also a bit higher than from the contemporary research.

ad 3) Apatite
As follows from the table the highest representation of its average percentage contents has in the
fraction 0.05-0.063 mm i.e.0.72 %and the fraction 0.04-0.05 mm with0.55 %isonlyon 2nd place.
From the fraction 0.05-0.063 mm its average content falls but only to the fraction 0.16-0.20 mm
because apatite was never noticed in thefraction 0.20-0.25 mm. This wayof fall of apatite percen
tage representation from fine fractions to coarser ones is also more or less similar to falling values
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of apatite percentage representation from theresearches 1967 and 1969. Smaller difference is made
by the fact that the highest contents of apatite were found already in the finest fraction 0.04 to
0.05 mm attheresearches of thattime. Asfor theaverage percentage contents they were abit higher
at thattime as well.

ad 4) Delphinite group
Also with thisgroup similar development of changes of quantitative representation according to size
fractions sizes was found out - as was mentioned in items ad 1, ad 3. In delphinite group there is
also a fall of percentage representation from thefinest fraction 0.04-0.05 mm (with max. 14.35 %)
continuously to the coarsest fraction 0.20.-0.25 mm (with min. 7.79 %). When comparing this
development of the percentage representation changes with the results found out at the heavy
minerals research in 1967 you find out that at that time the development was quite opposite (the
percentage content ofdelphinite group was rising fromthe finest to thecoarsest size fraction). On the
contrary to this antidirective development the mutual accordance of the contemporary research
result with the research result of both wells from 1969 therefore falling of the percentage content of
delphinite group is of the same direction.

ad 5) Monoclinic amphiboles group
The changes of the percentage representation of this group minerals show different development
compared to the previous 4 minerals and groups. There the maximum average percentage content
is concentrated into the fraction 0.063-0.10 mm - approximately in the half of 6 examined size
fractions extent. In the direction of the finest and even on thecontrary of the coarser fractions falls
of theaverage percentage contents occur there and at the same time minimum belongs to thefinest
fraction 0.04 to 0.05 mm (18.17 %)but2nd smallest content is on thecontrary in thecoarsest fraction
0.20....:.-0.25 mm i. e. 20.61 %. Provided these results are compared with the facts found out at both
older researches there are again greater differences (the research from 1967) but when comparing
thecontemporary research and the research from 1969 you can already conclude greater similarity.
Maximum of the amphiboles percentage representation was at the research of the both wells from
Brno surroundings concentrated into the fraction 0.09-0.16 mm. The extent of at that time used
fraction covers onlybysmall partthecontemporary fraction 0.063-0.10 mmand by larger partis in
accordance with the next fraction 0.10-0.16 mm. For the use of the mutual comparison of both
researches it does notmatter verymuch because in thecontemporary fraction 0.10-0.16 mm there
is 2nd highest percentage content of amphiboles group (35.35 %). Very similar development of
amphiboles percentage representation changes in thecontemporary research and theresearch from
1969 are shown by falls of their contents to finer and even coarser fractions as well which are
accepted for both researches.

ad 6) Edisonite
This mineral has regular development of the average percentage content from maximum value
2.75 %in thefinest fraction 0.04-0.05 mmto minimum value 0.11 %in thecoarsest fraction 0.20 to
0.25 mm. Itspractically equable fall fromthefinest to the coarsest fraction is also in full accordance
with the results of the loess heavy minerals researches from 1967 and 1969.

ad 7) Metalliferous and the other opaque minerals
This group minerals also show continous development of thepercentage representation changes on
thewhole till subtle deviation at 2 finest fractions 0.04-0.05 mm and 0.05-0.063 mm. Minimum of
theaverage percentage content of this group is in thefraction 0.05-0.063 mm (27.17 %), 2nd mini
mum average amount is in the fraction 0.063-0.10 mm and only on 3rd place there is the finest
fraction 0.04-0.05 mm (31.93 %). From the fraction 0.05-0.063 mm then the average percentage
content regularly rises to thecoarsest fraction 0.20-0.25 mm where there isalso maximum 55.63 %.
Provided these results are compared with both older heavy minerals researches relatively consider-
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able accordance can be seen again. From 4 examined localities at the research in 1967 (marked as
Bahof II and Bahori III) 2 were of the entirely same development of the percentage representation
changes as at thecontemporary research i. e.first less fall of the percentage values of metalliferous
(and the other minerals) minerals from fraction 0.04-0.05 mmto the fraction 0.05-0.063 mm and
then continuous rise of their share till the coarsest fraction 0.20-0.25 mm. When comparing the
contemporary research with the research carried out in 1969 there is only the deviation concerning
thelowest content of this group mineralsalready in the finest fraction0.04-0.05 mm (at the research
1969) and hence to the coarser fractions the contents already rise in both cases.

The consequence of the above mentioned conclusions concerning the changes of quantitative
representation of 7 selected heavy minerals is that they form 3 different groups:
a) grenats, zircones, aphatites, delphinite group and edisonite concentrated mainly in finer size
fractions (their maximum contents are the most frequent in the finest fraction 0.04-0.05 mm),
b) metalliferous and the other opaque minerals group concentrated on the contrary in coarser
fractions (maximum content is just in the coarsest fraction 0.20-0.25 rnrn),
c) to this 3rd group the whole monoclinic (including rhombic) amphiboles group can be ranged
having the highest percentage representation in the middle size fractions 0.063-0.10 mm and 0.10
to 0.16 mm.

Such division of the selected heavy minerals will apparently have more general validity because
very similar results were found out already at the heavy minerals researches from the loess of the
Trnavska Loess Hills in 1967 as well as at the heavy minerals research from drill samples from loess
of Brno surroundings in 1969.

THE RESULTS OF THE HEAVY MINERALS SPECIAL ANALYSES FROM OTHERRESEARCH
INSTITUTIONS:

A) Laser microanalyses of the selected little grains of the heavy minerals in Mineral Institution in
Kutna Hora

In December 1982 Mr Horacek, laboratory worker, prepared (with my own co-operation) 15
beforehand selected little grains of the heavy minerals for making plexiglass preparation (from the
fractions 0.10-0.16 mm and 0.16-0.20 mm) inthespectral analysis laboratory ofMineral Institution
in Kutna Hora. First a test triplex shoot by laser raywas made to one grenat grain and also photo
graphic plate with the spectrum of this grain was developed. When watching it on a reading device
of negatives the appurtenant spectrum lines belonging to grenat could beconfirm butwith regard to
very small amount of materials and as well limited analytical feasibility of laser (minimu theoretical
limit of diameter of laser rayranges about 0.07 mmontheaverage according to the workers ot this
laboratory), the spectrum lines were very faintand readed off with difficulty. It was also confirmed
as soon as the results of the laser analysis of the mentioned 15grains of the heavy minerals were
delivered from Mineral Instil. in February 1983. The aim of the carried laser analysis should be
determination of thecomposition of6grains of theheavy minerals mainly (from 15examined) which
should be determined by means of the polarising microscope. 5 of them, however, could not be
determined by laser microanalysis at all and that because of shortage of the sample amount which
isgiven bythe beforehand fixed size fraction which istypical for loessmaterial. There were theresults
of the analyses at the other grains but because the quantitative analyses are not the matter, their
interpretation isverydifficult (forevery grain about 20elements were settled). From all these reasons
the mentioned laboratory workers of Mineral Instil. then recommended to carry out the analysis of
further grains (selected out of the reserves in the paper bins) on the electron microprobe analyzer.

B) The Results of 2 grenat grains analysis using the method of electron microprobe analyzer in the
laboratory of joint instrumental analysis of Gel Prague:
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In February 1985 the analysis of 2 grenat grains from the fraction 0.20-0.25 mm of sample No.
2of the locality IV (fieldway cut) was carried out. These 2 grains should be placed to thepreparation
determined for theanalysis in the microprobe analyzer together with4 other grains which, however,
could not be reliably found out before the beginning of the own analyses (Iwas not involved in the
making of thepreparation) and that's whythey were notanalysed. The measuring bythe microprobe
analyzer was carried outon2 mentioned grenat grains by ing. Rybka (with myattendance) from the
mentioned laboratory and that always on 2 chosen points of both grains - 4 measurings were
carried out.

1) The results of l " grenat grain measuring (copy of thereport by printer of themicroprobe analyzer
computer on the original perforated paper web):

a) the measurement in 1. point:
DATA POINT NO.1

% CONC. K RATIO STD. DEV. ATOM. PROP.
Ti .05 .0004 .01 .02
Mn 4.68 .0428 .04 2.62
Si 39.16 .3228 .29 25.22
Fe 27.93 .2555 .14 15.44
K 0 0 0 0
Na 0 0 0 0
Mg 3.69 .0282 .04 3.63
Ca 3.21 .0316 .03 2.28
AI 21.85 .1829 .12 17.03
TOTAL 99.57 %

b) the measurement in 2. point:
DATA POINT NO. 2

% CONC. K RATIO STD. DEV. ATOM. PROP.
Ti .04 .0003 0 .02
Mn 5.08 .0464 .05 2.82
Si 38.58 .3264 .29 25.35
Fe 28.31 .2592 .14 15.56
K 0 0 0 0
Na .01 .0001 0 .02
Mg 3.71 .0284 .04 3.64
Ca 2.63 .0259 .03 1.85
AI 21 .84 .1825 .12 16.92
TOTAL 100.2 %

2) The results of 2nd grenat grain:

a) the measurement in 1. point:
DATA POINT NO.1

% CONC. K RATIO STD. DEV. ATOM. PROP.
Ti 0 0 0 0
Mn .32 .0028 .01 .16
Si 39.86 .3321 .3 24.54
Fe 21.23 .191 .12 10.93
K .02 .0001 0 .01
Na 0 0 0 0
Mg 12.86 .1052 .09 11.8
Ca 3.17 .0306 .03 2.09
AI 23.81 .1985 .12 17.29
TOTAL 101.26 %
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b) the measurement in 2. point:
DATA POINT NO.2

Ti
Mn
Si
Fe
K
Na
Mg
Ca
AI
TOTAL

% CONe.
.05
.31

41.72
21.51
o
.03

12.8
3.13

23.85
103.39 %

K RATIO
.0005
.0028
.3486
.1935

o
.0002
.1048
.0302
.1992

STD. DEV.
.01
.01
.31
.12

o
o
.09
.03
.12

ATOM. PROP.
.02
.16

25.07
10.81
o
.03

11.46
2.01

16.9

With the co-operation of Dr. M. Novak from the Morava Museum in Brno the selection by one
measurement from every grenat grain was carried outboth for the computation of crystal-chemical
formula of the mineral and atthe same time for thecomputation oftheindividual grenat components
contained in one grain.

For these computations the data of the measurements in 1st points of grains were always best
suitable. The process of both computations was carried outaccording to themethodology stated in
chapter on chemical crystallography from the Mineralogy by F. SLAViK, J. NovAK and J. KOKTA
(issued in 1974).
The computation process from the result of the measurement of 1 point on l" grenat grain :

1) The analysis conclusion from Gel Prague (= th~ percentage of the concentration) is recorded for
9 individual elements but it means the percentaqe of oxides of these elements (according to the
explanation of Ing. Rybka). That's why this transfer wa~ made: !

Ti = Ti02

Mn = MnO
Si = Si02

Fe2+ = FeO
K = K20

Na = Na20

Mg ~ MgO
Ca = CaO
AI =AIP3

2) The inappreciable amount of the element (here Ti02 = 0.05 %) can be left out and because the
concentration sum (total) was here 99.52 %theirtrasfer to 100 %will be made (conversion factor is

9~~~2 i. e. 1.00482).

3) The molecular quotient of oxides will be reckoned in such a way that the percentage shares of
oxides are devided by theirmolecular weight.

4) Thecomputation of the atomic quotients of oxygen and metal's (by 'multiplicationof themolecular
quot!en~~ of the relevant oxides by.numbers of atoms of the elements in oxide) will be made.

5) By multiplicationot the atom quotients of the metals by factor f the numbers of metal atoms in
grenat formula are gained. Factor f is found outin such awaythatthesum of the atom quotients of
oxygen isdevided by number 12. Number 12means here according to thestructure of presumptive
12 oxygen atoms in 1/8 of basic grenat prism - almandine.

Table of the proper computation for 1 points from l" grenat grain (oxides with null or negligible
percentage concentration are left out i. e. Ti02, K20, Na20):
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oxid. % conc. % trans molec. atom. atom. number of
to 100 % quot. quot. quot. metal atoms

oxygen metal

MnO 4.68 4.70 0.0663 0.0663 0.0663 0.31
Si02 38.16 38.34 0.6380 1.276 0.6380 3.03
FeO ·'27.93 ·. ..28,06 0.3905 0.3905 0.3905 1.85
MgO 3.69 3.71 0.0920 0.0920 0.0920 0.44
CaO 3.21 3.23 0.0576 0.0576 0.0576 0.27
AI203 21.85 21.96 0.2154 0.6462 0.4308 2.04

-- --
total 99.52 cca total 2.5286

100.00

12
factor f = -- = 4.7457

2.5286

This crystal-chemical grenat formula is formed from the number of metal atoms:

(Fe~~5M9o.44Mno .31Cao.d2.B7 AI2.04 Si3.03012
The computation of this grenat compounds:

F 1.85 . 100 643 0/ I d' de : =. /0 aman me compoun
2.87

Mg : 0'~8;00= 15.3 %pyrope compound

M 0.31.100 · 108 0/ • d
n: 2.87 = . /0 spessartite compoun

C 0.27.100 9 4 0/ I . da : =. /0 grossu ante compoun
2.87

total 99.8 %

The computation of grenat compounds was then compared with thedata about the composition
of grenats in some rocks of theRought Ash Mountains fromthework"New Knowledge of Geology
of theAsh Mountains" byE. Fediukova, M.Fisera, J. Chab, V. Konecny, M.Opletal and R. Rybka. This
workwas issued by Geological Research Ostrava 1984. There are abstracts from the reports given
at 2nd workseminar ontheresults of the researches in theAsh Mountains in the years 1981-1983.
The mentioned seminar took place at the Faculty of Natural Science of the Palackv University in
Olomouc on7.2.1984. The authors of thisworkmention thataccording tothecomposition allgrenats
can be divided into 2 groups:
1) almandine ones with50-70 %content of almandine compound and variable shares of the other
compounds (spessartite ones 4-38 %; pyrope ones 5-20 %and grossularite 0.7-16 %),
2) almandine-grossularite-spessartite with lowercontent of almandine share.

The reckoned parts of the grenat grain from sample No.2 locality IVNapajedla consequently fall
to the almandine group from the quoated work.

On the basis of thementioned computations and comparison withthisworkabout theRought Ash
Mountains we can concluded with great probability as to the grenat origin and other loess heavy
minerals byblowing outfrom thealluvia of the Morava river which were transported here and which
have their origin in old enclosing rocks of the Rought Ash Mountains crystalline complex.
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The actual computation for 151 point from 2nd grenat grain:
oxid. %·conc. %trans molec. atom. atom number of

to 100 % quot. quot. quot. metal atoms
oxygen metal

MnO 0.32 0.31 0.0044 0.0044 0.0044 0.02
Si02 39.86 . 39.37 0.6552 1.3104 0.6552 2.95
FeO 21.23 20.97 0.2919 0.2919 0.2919 1.31
MgO 12.86 12.70 0.3150 0.3150 0.3150 1.42
CaO 3.17 3.13 0.0558 0.0558 0.0558 0.25
AI203 23.81 23.52 0.2307 0.6921 0.4614 2.07

-- --
total 101.25 cca total 2.6696

100.00
12Factor f = -- = 4.4951

. ~ . 2.6696

The crystal-chemical formula of grenat subsequently is:
(Mg,.4le,.3,CaO.25Mno.02hoo A1 2.o7Si2.950'2

The computation of this grenat compounds:

M 1.42 .100 47 3 0/ d9 : =. /0 pyrope compoun
3.00

Fe : 1.31 . 100 = 43.7 %almandine compound
3.00

Ca : 0.25. 100 = 8.3 %grossularite compound
~.OO

Mn: 0.02. 100 = 0.7 %spessartite compound
3.00

total 100.0 %

This computation of 2nd greriat grain compounds was then compared with 2 grenat analyses which
are mentioned in the book "Porodoobrazuiusciie mineraly" by U. A. DIRA, R. A. CHAUI and DZ.
ZUSMAN (t" part issued in 1965 in Moscow). Both these analyses resemble most to the analyses
measured ba the microprobe analyzer on this grenat grain. 151 analysis mentioned in the book by
DIRA, CHAUI and ZUSMAN under No.6there isgrenat originated ingrenatplagioclase rocks (eclogite
gabbro) and inthe case of 2"d analysis mentioned under No.7there are pseudophenocrysts ofgabbro
grenats near to injected syenite.
Both grenat grains which were chosen from the loose grains of the same fraction (0.20-0.25 mm)
and of thesame sample No.2from locality IVhave mutually different representation of the individual
grenat compounds, butit is likely thatboth originated in enclosing crystalline complex inthe Rought
Ash Mountains. Reliable evidence that this isafact can be given after greater number of the analyses
on more grenat grains is carried.
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THE VALORIZATION OF THE RELEVANCY
OF THE RESEARCH ATTAINED RESULTS

The heavy minerals research of the loess complexes isvery important part of the general geologi
cal research of these quaternary sedimentary rocks. The questions of stratigraphy, genetics, etc.
cannot be quite reliably explained only onthe basis of the determination ofthe paleontology material
as it is used to bewitholder systems. That's whythe study of loess and sedimentography which is
based on the heavy minerals study is one of the important geological branch. This research task
engaged in the most important part of the heavy minerals and that in all trasparent isotropic and
anisotropic minerals inspite of proving again thataccording to thequantitative representation even
metalliferous minerals (including other appurtenant opaque minerals) are represented there quite
enough. These metalliferous minerals occur in generally most imperceptible amount though - the
maximum contents of the recovery factor from already assorted size fractions reached a littleover
2 % (from which only less than 40 % of ores and other opaque minerals were presented on the
average though. That's whyany industrial use cannot be considered atallinthiscase. On thecontrary
number of important indices can be followed with the selected 7 types of the transparent heavy
minerals - asthese problems were discussed in detail in the part"Conclusions of the changes of
quantitative representation of the heavy minerals in dependance on size fraction changes". The
transparent heavy minerals research in the examined exposures in Napajedla surroundings could
bring still many other information provided e.g. even older loess layers than here presented youn
gest loess W 3 could be documented but it would obviously require the excerting of less research
work as shallower wells, probes and trenches which can be carried outonly bya research geological
corporation. As far as the comparison of the so called sensible heavy minerals from the different
loess horizons ispossible (as L. Krvstkova mentions inher workfrom1975) you can draw conclusions
as to the intensity ofweathering processes and soeven thecharacter ofthe occuring climate changes
during the period of loess sedimentation - e.g. amphibole was such a "sensitive" heavy mineral.
There are still great numbers of possibilities of the use of the transparent heavy minerals study.
That's whymany other ways ofthe loess research carrying outbymeans ofthe heavy minerals study
can be found (particularly also byperfection of the sieve analyses with the sieves of 0.01-0.04 mm
mesh diameters, byuse of the accurate analytical methods as by means of the electron microprobe,
etc.).

Translated by J. BOUDJAOUIOVA
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Jill! KRIST

PROHLEDNE TEZKE MINERALY SPRAS! OKOL! NAPAJEDEL

Praci byl resen resortni vvzkumnv qeoloqickv ukol (stanovenv v rarnci resortnich vvzkumnvch
ukolu Ministerstva kultury na obdobi 7. petiletkv) 0 pruhlednvch tezkych mineralech ze sprasovvch
odkrvvu, ktere se nachazelv na zapadnim okraji Napajedel.

Celv vvzkurnnv ukol byl rozvrzen do 4 hlavnich etap: terenni casti, laboratorniho zpracovani
odebranvch sprasovvch vzorku, kvalitativniho a kvantitativniho vvhodnocovani asociaci tezkych
rnineralu v polarizacnirn mikroskopu a posledni cast! ukolu bylo vvpracovani zaverecne zpravv
o prubehu a vvsledclch vvzkurnu.

Hlavni napln cele prace spocivala prave ve stanoveni kvalitativniho a kvantitativniho zastoupeni
urcenvch druhu (nebo skupin druhu) tezkych rnineralu ve zkournanvch spektrech TM ze 6 postupne
na sebe navazujicich zrnitostnich frakci: 0.04-0.05 mrn, 0.05-0.063 rnrn, 0.063-0.10 mrn, 0.10 az
0.16 rnrn, 0.16-0.20 mm a 0.20-0.25 mm . Tyto zrnitostni frakce byly ziskany ze 14 sprasovvch
vzorku na 4 lokalitach - celkem tedy bylo zpracovano 84 jednotlivvch frakci. Z takto ziskanvch analvz
spekter TM potom mohly bvt vvvozene patrne vseobecne platne zavery t'ikajici se problematiky zrnen
kvantitativniho zastoupeni 7 zvlast' vvbranvch tezkych rnineralu (granatu, zirkonu, apatitu, sk. epidotu,
sk. monokl. a romb. arnflbolu, rutilu ask. rudnich a ostatnich opak. rnineralu) a to v zavisiosti na
zrnenach velikosti zrnitostni frakce. Techto 7 vvbranvch druhu tezkych rnineralu (byly vvbrane zarner
ne, protoze se mohly porovnavat se obdobnvmi vvzkumv TM z let 1967 a 1969) vvtvaf 3 rozdilne
skupiny (ovefene rovnez uz pri vvzkumech z r. 1967 a 1969) z nichz prvni zahrnuje qranatv, zirkon,
apatit, sk. epidotu a rutil. Jsou to tezke rnineralv koncentrujici se hlavne v jemnozmitejsich frakcich
(maxima % zastoupeni maji prave v nejjernnejsl frakci 0.04-0.05 mm) . Druhou skupinu vvtvarejl
rudni a ostatni opakni rnlneralv, ktere se naopak nejvice soustfeduji do hrubozrnitvch frakci (maxima
% zastoupeni jsou v nejhrubsi frakci 0.20-0.25 mm). Tfeti skupinu tvof monokl. a romb. amfiboly
u nichz je nejvetsi % zastoupeni ve strednlch zrnitostnich frakcich (0.063-0.10 a 0.10-0.16 mm).

Dale byly v tomto vvzkurnnern ukolu studovanv take vztahy vvplvvajici z vvsledku podrobnvch
sitovvch analvz a separaci tezkych mineralu pomoci tezke kapaliny (prumerna vy!eznost TM vvpoclta
na ze vsech 84 frakci rna hodnotu 1.18 %). Na zaver celeho vyzkumu potom byly provedeny specialnl
analvzv 2 zvlast' vvbranvch zrnek granatu pomoci metody elektronove mikrosondy (v laboratof UUG
v Praze). Analvzarni bylo zjisteno, ze jedno granatove zrnko rna velkou prevahu almandinove slozkv
a druhe zrnko rna nejvice slozkv pvropove a jen 0 neco mene alrnandinove. Porovnanirn techto
vvsledku z mikrosondy se udaji uvefejnenvrnl ve specialnich pfispevcich (zabvvajicich se primarnirni
zdroji granatu) je pravdepodobne, ze zdrojovou oblasti analvzovanvch granatu bylo puvodni krystali
nikum Hrubeho Jeseniku. Na potvrzeni tototo zjisteni by ovsern musela byt provedena cela rada
analyz elektronovou mikrosondou (to plati i pro pfesne urcenl TM zarazenvch do skupiny? spinelidy).
Problematika zabvvajlcl se presnvm stanovenim primarnich zdrojovvch oblasti tezkych mineralu ze
sprasl okoli Napajedel jakof i vvresen! otazek pfesneho stafi vzniku sprasi jiz nebylo zarnerern tohoto
vvzkurnneho ukolu.
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Fig. 1. Grenat - the elongated grain of abou t sixa ng le shape, sligh tly rosy
(nearly pure). Amfibole is on its left . From the f ract ion 0.10-0.16 mm of samp le
No.1 fr om 2nd locality Napajedla. 200X (12.5X 16) enla rged .

Fig. 2. Zircon - th e columna r crysta l w ith outstanding re lief . From the frac t ion
0.063-0.10 mm of samp le No.1 f ro m 2nd locality Napajedla. 200X (12.5X1 6)
enlarged.



Fig. 3. Apatite - the columnar grain wi th low relief, pure . Zircon gra in with high
relief is on its right (of about rhombus shape with a smaller piece broken off).
From the frac tion 0.05-0.063 mm of sample NO.3 from 1st loca lity Napajedla.
312X (12.5X25) enlarged .

Fig. 4. Edisonite - the knee compound crystals of red - brownish colour.
From the fraction 0.04-0.05 mm of sample NO.3 from 1th loca lity Napajedla.
500X (12.5X40) enlarged.



Fig. 5. To urmalin e - th e columnar grain broken off cro ssw ise with expressive
pleochroismus. On its left th ere is a test secondari ly filled w ith hydroxide Fe,
wh ich be longs to for aminifers (probably Spiroplectam ina family). From th e
fr acti on 0.10-0.16 mm of sample No. 1 from 2nd locality Napajed la. 20QX
(12.5X 16) enlarged.

Fig. 6. Tourmaline - the columnar grain with black inner enclosures. The grain
is situated in abou t middle of the bottom of the picture. From the fract ion 0.05
-0.063 mm of sample No.3 from 1st locality Napajedla. 312X (12.5X25) enlar
ged.



Fig. 7. Zircon - the columnar crystal with outstanding relief (and with en
closures) . From the fraction 0.063-0.10 mm of sample No.1 from 2nd locality
Napajedla. 200X (12.5X16) enlarged.

Fig. 8. Edisonite - the knee compound crystals of red - brownish colou r.
From the f raction 0.04-0.05 mm of sample No.3 from l th loca lity Napajedla.
500X (12.5X40) enlarged.




